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CORRELATOR PROGRAMS FOR THE GEN-SYSTEM
Tauno Turunen
EISCAT Scientific Association
Kiruna, Sweden

ABSTRACT

GEN-SYSTEM is in principal a software package making experiment
design easier for the EISCAT radars. Correlator programs belonging to the GEN-SYSTEM are described anda relatively detailed
knowledge about correlator programming is given. The shown examples of programs are from versions developed in 1986. Different
routines having the same response are also in use.

1. INTRODUCTION
The EISCAT radar system consists of a tristatic high power UHF
radar located in Northern Scandinavia. The transmitter station
is near Tromsö in Norway and the two auxiliary receiving stations in Kiruna, Sweden and Sodankylä, Finland. Together with
the UHF radar, the EISCAT system contains a monostatic VHF
radar in Tromsö. The EISCAT system is intended for incoherent
scatter radar applications and it is sponsored by the EISCAT
Scientific Association. Details of the parameters of this radar
system can be found in the numerous publications describing the
system (e.g. Folkestad et al, 1983, Baron, 1984).
The modulation and receiving capabilities of the EISCAT radars
are quite advanced. One can transmit at 16 different frequencies
and any individual frequency has both on-off amplitude modulation and 180 degrees phase modulation capabilities. The maximum
modulation bandwidth is 0.5 MHz.
The duty cycle of the radars is 12.5%. The UHF radar is centered at 933.5 MHz and the VHF radar at 224 MHz.
The receiver system contains 8 parallel receiver channels from
which 6 can sample with a maximum rate of 0.5 MHz and 2 channels
can reach 10 MHz sampling rate.
!

It is clear that powerful and often extremely complicated experiments can be realized in this kind of radar system. It is
easy to modulate and it is also easy to receive but it is not
necessarily easy to control the real time computations needed
to handle the resulting data flow. This data handling is done
in the EISCAT correlators. There are several possibilities to
do that. In this report the details of the solutions used in

the latest software system, the "GEN-SYSTEM" (Turunen, 1985)
designed for the EISCAT correlators, is described. In order to
understand the details, the syntax of the programming language
is explained anda general programming guide is given.
Incoherent scatter experiments using the EISCAT system demand
programming of several hardware units which are computer controlled via the computer-hardware interface system. In many
cases some fixed parameter values are loaded into the control
devices in the beginning or during the course of the experiments.
This kind of computer controlled parameter settings take care,
for example, of the receiver parameters, sampling rates, antenna
pointing etc.
·
Two of the devices in the EISCAT system are truly programmable,
the RADAR CONTROLLER and the CORRELATOR. In the beginning of
the experiment a ready compiled file is loaded to their program memories and the devices execute the program under the
real time control of the system clock. The radar controller
takes care of all extremely time critical tasks like transmitter operations and sampling control. The radar controller
program is very simple. It is only a file mapping the time
critical real time tasks for the transmitter and receiver
system and the file is essentially read from the beginning to
the end. Any command contains aset of instructions in a single
bit leve! (ON-OFF) and time in microseconds giving how long a
given system control state lasts before the next instruction is
taken in use. More than one control file can simultaneously
exist in the program memory of the radar controller and the
branching to another file is given by externa! interrupts. The
radar controller does not contain any processors and there are
no essential difficulties to program it.
The CORRELATOR i s a device which after one or a few transmitreceive cycles reads the collected data from the BUFFER MEMORY
and processes it. The result is accumulated into a RESULT MEMORY in a way that after a basic integration cycle af the order
of seconds a time average of the result can be dumped to the
computer. This time average is based on a few tens toa few
thousands of individual transmit-receive cycles and any data
word in the result memory contains information which is uniquely
related toa given target volume and toa given lag in the
target autocorrelation function.
The EISCAT correlator isa two processor system where the in·ternal control word is 128 bits long. The program size is
limited to 64 words of 128 bits. In practice, as shown ldtcr,
the user hasat best only 52 program steps freely availabl·~.
The looping control of the program is based on three loop
counters connected to the processor which control the data taking.
Control data for the program is limited to 16 words both in the
input processor side and in the output processor side. A correlator program can have four subroutine levels. Together with
the input and output processors the correlator contains a .complex multiplier group, and an accumulator, which are also programmable toa certain extent.
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:

The input data structure is rather complicated. In a typical
heavily modulated general purpose experiment the amount of
separate datablocks in the BUFFER MEMORY is 20-30 and the
amount of different modulations is 5 (two different powerprofiles, two different pulsecodes, and long pulses), which all
generally demand a different computation algorithm.
It is not
enough that the correlator can be programmed to handle the
problem - it has to be programmed to handle it as fast as possible. The maximum theoretical multiplication rate isat present 5 MHz in the correlator. A well designed correlator program is able to process the data with a mean multiplication
rate of over 4 MHz.
During the first years of the EISCAT operations it has turned
out that the correlator cannot be considered a programmable
device fora user in the same way as for example the radar
controller and other parts in the system. The great majority of
user designed experiments have always utilized only a few ready
correlator algorithms, which do not always allow the most effective use of the radar.
A new experiment design system having a code name GEN-SYSTEM
(Turunen, 1985) which was designed to use the whole EISCAT
capabilities in the hardware system could not utilize the
earlier correlator algorithms at all. A new higher level way to
program the correlator was developed, based on a special correlator language called CORLAN (Törustad,1982). This programming system designed for the GEN-SYSTEM algorithms is described
in this report. In order to make correlator programming at the
subroutine design level possible for users, the programming
philosophy is described in rather detailed form. Only brief
comments on the background hardware are given because the programming itself does not need a detailed know-ledge of how the
correlator works.
In this report no comprehensive description of all the possible
commands are attempted but those commands which are most often
needed, and which certainly work, are explained. A reader needing
more sophisticated commands (which are available) is advised to
study the correlator documentation (Alker, 1979, Gras, 1982)
and CORLAN documentation (Törustad, 1982) for further details.

2. EISCAT CORRELATOR AND BUFFER MEMORY, ELAN FILE COMMANDS

!

Figure 2.1 shows the elements the programmer has to keep in mind
when designing an algorithm. The given diagram is extremely
simplified and, from a hardware point of view, misleading in
certain points, but it is all the programmer has to know. When
the experiment starts, the system is loaded from the computer.
This initial loading contains the START ADDRESS TABLE which the
buffer memory uses when writing, initial values of all the
necessary CORRELATOR REGISTERS and the CORRELATOR PROGRAM to
the program memory. For simplicity the loading paths are not
shown in Figure 2.1. The loading is done by the user in the
ELAN file. It is necessary to load:
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Fig. 2.1. A schematical description of the EISCAT correlator presented in the way as the programmer sees it. Note that
the figure is from the hardware point of view ~lightly
misleading.
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1) the buffer memory start addresses for write

- example command: SET-BUFFER-MEMORY 1,253
This loads the start address value 253 for· the Channel 1 .
data
2) the correlator program

:

- example command: LOAD-CORRELATOR (EXP)GEN-2X350-R:CC0D
This loads a program file (EXP)GEN-2X350-R:CC0D to the
PROGRAM MEMORY in the correlator. Creating this kind
of program files is the main subject of this report
3) APM and APB stack registers
- example command: SET-CORRELATOR-APB 15,0
This loads the register RSAPB(15) toan initial value = 0
APM and APB registers contain the data for the correlator
program i.e. the number of samples in the input data
vector, number of lags to be computed etc.
4) DATAIO register

- example command: SET-COR-DATAIO 2009
This loads DATAIO register toa value 2009
This register gives the number of output data points which
have.to be transferred to the computer at the end of the
basic integration cycle.
One can also load other things but those given above are necessarily needed. They are also sufficient in normal cases and all
the other loadings can at the moment be forgotten.

3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CORRELATOR
All the commands given in the previous chapter are needed in
the ELAN file, they are simple and there are generally no difficulties in understanding them. The basic difficulty is in
creating the program file needed to load the correlator program
memory before the experiment starts. Before entering the programming details one has to have a basic knowledge of how the
system works.
The heart of the system is the INPUT PROCESSOR. It has two main
tasks:
1) to compute the address values used when reading the data from
the buffer memory
2) to load the loop counters to initial values under the program control.
The INPUT PROCESSOR has four sources of input data which are all
shown in Figure 2.1.
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- 16 APB stack registers
- QAPB register
- constant = 0

RSAPB(O)-RSAPB(15)

- DATAIO
The processor can transfer any of the register values to its output
or it can calculate a sum or difference of two and only two registers. It can send the result either to the BUFFER MEMORY
ADDRESS BUS, to be used in the LOOP COUNTER LOADING, to the QAPB
register or to some of the APB registers.
The INPUT PROCESSOR can do some other operations, too, but
in EISCAT applications only the given operations are needed.
The OUTPUT PROCESSOR operates in the same way but the result
goes to the RESULT MEMORY bus and the processor does not have
connection to the loop counters.
Both processors get the control word commanding the mode of
operation in a given clock cycle from the PROGRAM MEMORY. This
memory steps through the program under the control of the
PROGRAM COUNTER. Program step control works under the program
itself. It sees the status of the loop counters and contains
also subroutine type branching and return control logic.
Every program step contains a 128 bit control word. These control
bits are distributed into different parts in the system and
the connections are schematically shown in Figure 1. For the
programmer it is absolutely irrelevant to know how many bits
are needed in any special control.
The set of LOOP COUNTERS is formed from three independent down
counters where stepping down is commanded in the program. These
are called LC1, LC2 and LC3. They get the initial values from
the input processor via two step loading where in the first
phase an input register is loaded and in the next phase the
loop counter is loaded toa value of the input register. The
input registers are called LCR1, LCR2 and LCR3 and keep the
loaded value if not modified. Thus reloading the loop counter
can be done from the old content of the register if the value
is valid. One of the loop counters, LC1, has also an independent
input-output register LCR1A, which can be loaded toan instantaneous value of the LC1 by a command and which can be used as an
input source when reloading LC1 values but which cannot be loaded
directly from the input processor.
The loop counters can be tested against zero in the program.
These test results are then used, for example, in IF THEN ELSE
type statements controlling the program branching andreloading of the counters to the initial values. The small number
of loop counters together with only four subroutine levels
is one of the main limitations in the correlator programming.
One can program more loop counters directly to the APB stack
registers, but this usually leads toa program which is siow.
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:

The MULTIPLIER UNIT is built around four very fast 8x8 bits
two's complement multipliers. Four units are needed to obtain
the necessary complex conjugate product in a single step. When
the input data bus gets a new (complex) value it can be commanded
by the program in several ways to same of the input registers
of the multipliers. One set of registers can keep a fixed data
value read earlier and called "OLDVALUE" and one can also request a constant 1 for another multiplicant. The output of the
multiplier unit can be programmed to be, for example, the complex
conjugate product between the earlier "OLDVALUE", and the present value which is the most important operation when programming the autocorrelation function estimate computations. One
can also program the input value directly to the output (multiply by 1), one can rotate the result in the complex plane by +-90
degrees and one can program many other input-output relations,
too, but unhappily, at present, one cannot rotate the result·by
180 degrees.
The ACCUMULATOR unit sums (and only sums) the multiplier output
to the present content of the result memory into the current
address given by the output processor or the multiplier output is
written to the current address. These two cases are controlled
by the MODES of the correlator handled later. There is one important !imitation which one has to remember when programming
the accumulation, namely, one cannot operate to the same result
memory address in two subsequent cycles.
The RESULT MEMORY is either connected to the accumulation or to
the computer interface. In the previous case the correlator accumulates and in the later case it transfers data into the
computer system and in this mode it, in practice, cannot operate
on the input data.
The overall operation described above reveals the basic programming tasks. In every correlator program step one has to
consider the following tasks:
1) how to compute the buffer memory address by the input processor
2) how to compute new register values (RSAPB, QAPB and loop
counter registers) by the input processor
3) how to compute the result memory address by the output processor
4) how to compute new register values (RSAPM and QAPM) by the
output processor
5) how to operate the loop counters
6) how to program the multiplier
7) how to accumulate
8) how to test looping conditions. and control the program
branching.
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In most cases one tries to make a subroutine whi9h computes one
data block. These routines are usually 1-15 steps long. In
practice great effort has to be given to get the routine simultaneously both short and fast. The latter can be guaranteed by_
programming so that the maximally high amount of the program
steps do the accumulation and in most algorithms one can obtain
more than 80% effectiveness (i.e. more than 4 program steps out
of 5 contain an accumulation command when the program.is looping
with realistic parameters). This is, however, not always possible.
In practice it is enough that those parts of the computation
which have a high amount of data handling, are fast. Making a
program short is sometimes rather tricky and often causes a
program structure which is not very simple to follow.
A correlator program is not compact before at J.east 95% of the steps
contain the input processor command, because this is usually
the limiting factor.

4. INTRODUCTION TO CORRELATOR PROGRAMMING
4.1. The CORLAN language

The correlator programming language CORLAN was developed by
Törustad {1982). Although one could evidently relatively easily
go further in developing correlator programming syntax, CORLAN
is already in its original form very powerful, relatively easy
and essentially error free . It also checks the program in a
helpful way although it is not able to test the logical correctness of the program. The intention is to give here a rather
full description of CORLAN, which is also found in the original
report of Törustad. In the CORLAN language the commands are written in a rather symbolic way. The way how CORLAN is handled in
this report is not the most general way; instead an attempt is
made to write programs in CORLAN in an easily readable way. Certain rules are followed which are not necessary and certain
features in CORLAN are not used at all. The reader should be
aware of that all the time. The programming manner described
below is simply the way how the author uses this language and
how the basic GEN-SYSTEM programs were written. The algorithms
are those which the author invented. Better algorithms certainly exist.
4.2. A program step in CORLAN, the NEXT statement
One program step in CORLAN defines one 128 bit control word in
the correlator program memory. This control word should contain
as many operations as possible done in parallel in the correlator. At best this contains:
-

one input processor operation
one output processor operation
all loop counter operations
multiplier control
accumulation control
mode control (not very often needed)
branching control i.e. what to do next?
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All these commands are programmed into a single program step
taking one clock cycle in the correlator i.e. 200 nanoseconds.
A new command in CORLAN is in most cases defined by the NEXT
statement. Comments are preceded by a % sign and active to
the end of line
NEXT

\PROGRAM STEP ONE

NEXT

\PROGRAM STEP TWO

where ...... means statements belonging toa single program
step. The commands within one statement are separated by a
space or they can be written on separate lines, as is used in
this report. Within one command step the individual statements
can be in any arbitrary order, but following certain logical
rules makes the program easier to follow.
4.3. LOCATION, LABEL and SUBROUTINE statements and
CONTINUE, GOTO and CALL statements
The correlator has 64 program steps available. They are indexed
from O to 63 and location 63 is not accessible to the user. If
one wants to have a command exactly in a given location in the
program memory one has to give the LOCATION command instead of
the usual NEXT.
LOCATION 32

% 32 isa decimal number

defines that the program step is going to be löaded into the
program memory address 32. Note that the next program step
defined in the program then goes to location 33 etc. In fact
one needs only two location commands in correlator programing. These are
LOCATION 0

\the IDLE LOOP LOCATION

LOCATION 32

%the start of the TRANSFER routine

The correlator runs in a single step IDLE LOOP when READY
waiting for interrupt "START COMPUTE" which releases it to
continue to the first step in the program. (This program .step
is defined in the so called SAR register which is loaded to 1
if not specified). When the integration period is ready aRd the
correlator gets START TRANSFER interrupt the program branches
to location 32 (immediately when-allowed) from which the transfer
routine must start.
If one wants to have a name in the program step, one can use
functionally identical LABEL and SUBROUTINE statements.
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Thus a command
LOCATION 0
LABEI, ZERO

% IDLE LOOP

causes that when one has elsewhere in the program a command

NEXT
GOTO ZERO
the program branches in this case to Program step O(IDLE LOOP).
The subroutine command may look like
NEXT
SUBROUTINE LONGPULSE

% DEFINES AN ENTRY POINT
% IN A SUBROUTINE

CONTINUE
NEXT
RETURN

% RETURNS TO THE STEP
% FOLLOWING THE STEP CONTAINING CALL

This routine can then be called by the command
NEXT
CALL LONGPULSE
The examples show how one uses GOTO and CALL statements and
also the self evident CONTINUE statement. More details of the
program branching are given in the ncxt paragraph.
4.4. All branching commands

Every CORLAN step must necessarily eontain information of what
is going to be the next step in the program execution sequence.
In the previous chapter the commands CONTINUE (goes to the next
step) GOTO (goes to the program step having the label given in
the GOTO statement), CALL (calls subroutine having the given
label) and RETURN were shown. There are also other branching
conditions which the correlator can recognize. It is good to
understand briefly how the system works in order to use the
statements effectively.
When the correlator is executing program step Nit has also the
value N+1 already available pointing to the next program step
(N+1 is stored in the so called T-register). If the branching condition in the program step under execution is CONTINUE, the program proceeds to this step N+1. If it is GOTO, then the p~ogram
counter gets a value given in the program. The compiler gets
the number by chccking the LABEL and SUBROUTINE statements.
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If the branching command is CALL, then the progr~m counter jumps
to point to the step having the LABEL (or equivalently SUBROUTINE
statement)
indicated in the CALL statement but simultaneously
the value N+1 is put toa memory operating in LIFO mode (lastin-first-out). This is called the PUSH operation. The system has
now stored the information on the branching point where it came
from. When the program executes the next RETURN statement the
program counter is loaded with a value taken from the LIFO
memory and at the same time this value is deleted. This is called
the POP operation. In this way the subroutine type branching is
realized in the correlator. The CALL statement has in CORLAN
syntax also an exactly equivalent form GOTOANDPUSH. Similarly
RETURN can have the form GOBACKANDPOP.
- CALL is identical to GOTOANDPUSH
- RETURN is identical to GOBACKANDPOP
The LIFO stack has four memory positions. Thus a correlator
program can have only four subroutine levels.
It may happen that the computation within the subroutine leads
toa logical situation which makes the RETURN condition useless. In that situation one can branch toa wanted point in the
program and delete the return address from the LIFO stack.
Commands which can be used are GOTOANDPOP and CONTINUEANDPOP
which work as GOTO and CONTINUE but delete the last return
address from the LIFO stack. At this point (as also in RETURN)
the possible higher level return address set earlier becomes
active in the LIFO stack.
The RETURN was identical to GOBACKANDPOP. One can also have a
branching condition GOBACK which causes the same branching but
does not delete the return address. One can also have a statement CONTINUEANDPUSH which works as CONTINUE but sets up the
return address i.e. it puts to the LIFO stack the address where
it goes to (the next program step). CONTINUEANDPUSH together with
GOBACK can be used to forma loop. In CORLAN syntax they also
have the forms LOOP and ENDLOOP.
The program sequencing in the correlator is thus based on three
possibilities in every program step:
1) - one goes to some fixed program step defined by a LABEL
(or SUBROUTINE) statemcnL j n t:he program

a) wit.hout putting the branching po.i.nt t.o LIFO by using
the GOTO statement or
b) one can put it to LIFO for further return by using
the CALL (=GOTOANDPUSH) statement or
c) one can simultaneously delete an earlier set return
address (without going to that) by using the GOTOANDPOP
statement
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2) - one continues to the next program step
a) without putting it to the LIFO by using the CONTINUE
statement or
b) one can put it to the LIFO for further return by using
the CONTINUEANDPUSH (=LOOP) statement or
c) one can simultaneously delete the last return address
from the LIFO by using the CONTINUEANDPOP statement

3) - one goes to the return address in the LIFO and
a) and deletes it by using the RETURN (=GOBACKANDPOP) stateent or

b) does not delete the address by using the GOBACK (=ENDLOOP)
or
c) sets a new return address without deleting the old one
by using the GOBACKANDPUSH statement.
In point 1) the program branches toa step indicated by a value
given in the program. In point 2) the program goes to the next
step and this value is physically in the T-register having
always a content of the current program counter value +1. In
point 3) the program branches toa step which is the last value
stored into the LIFO memory.
For later use one can now mention an important programming
!imitation.
- later in this report the IF THEN ELSE and IF THEN
ELSEIF OTHERWISE type of testing is described. These tests are
used in branching condition testing and are based on the status
of the loop counters. The !imitation is that one can have in
the same program step one and only one branching possibility
from the group 1) (="GOTO family" of commands) and the OTHERWISE condition can only be CONTINUE.
There are only three other branching conditions before the
story is complete:
a) - when the system is set READY it goes to program counter
value O and loops there in a single step loop (IDLE LOOP)
waiting for further external interrupts
b) - when START COMPUTE (STC in the TARLAN file) occurs, the
program counter branches toa value given in the SAR register. This is 1 if not otherwise specified. In normal
programming one can forget the existence of the the SAR
register.
c) - when START TRANSFER occurs the program counter jumps,to
point to location 32. Thus the transfer routine has to start
from that location.
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4.5. Input {APB) and Output (APM) processor programming
It is enough to handle the input processor programming in detail. The output processor programming is similar but simpler
because of a more limited number of possibilites. The input processor {called often APB processor) has the following sources
of data:
1) sixteen registers called RSAPB(15), ..... ,RSAPB{O)
2) QAPB register
3) interna! constant register {=0)

4) DATAIO register
From these possible data sources one can take any register or
any combination of two registers to be an input data.
The output of the APB processor can be used directly for the
following:
1) as a READ ADDRESS of the BUFFER MEMORY
2) as a data value used to load LOOP COUNTER INPUT REGISTERS
3) as a data value used to modify the content of either the
QAPB register or one of the RSAPB registers {see !imitations
explained later).
In EISCAT applications the only meaningful operation is the sum
or difference of the data values of the selected two input data
sources. The output can also be the content of one register
or it can be content of one register with opposite sign. The
other possible operations are not relevant when programming
incoherent scatter algorithms and are not even mentioned here.
Note that only one constant exists and hasa value = 0. The
other important constant = 1 does not exist and it has to be
loaded to some of the available RSAPB registers. This limits
the number of available free registers to 15 in the RSAPB stack
because a constant = 1 is in practice needed in every algorithm.
The output bus structure is not as simple as indicated in the
Figure 2.1. but for programming purposes a knowledge of the
details is not needed.
:

The processor output has three possible destinations; buffer
memory, RSAPB and QAPB stack and loop counter registers. The
first one is programmed by commands like in the following
examples:

BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(15)+RSAPB{2)
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB{5)+RSPB(5)
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(7)
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(5)
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB{5)+QAPB
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BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB
BUFFERADDRESS=-QAPB
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(3)-RSAPB(1)
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(4)-RSAPB(4)
BUFFERADDRESS=-RSAPB(3)+QAPB
BUFFERADDRESS=O

%=0

By noticing that in the examples the addresses of the.RSAPB
registers are totally freely selectable, one has seen all the
practical combinations how the BUFFER MEMORY READ ADDRESS BUS
can be programmed and what is the syntax in CORLAN when the
RSAPB addressing is roade by using register numbers. Note that
the following commands are not valid:
·

BUFFERADDRESS=-RSAPB(8)-RSAPB(6)
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+QAPB
BUFFERADDRESS=-QAPB-RSAPB(1)
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+O

%
%
%
%
%
%

NOT ALLOWED,
NOT ALLOWED,
only once
NOT ALLOWED,
NOT ALLOWED,
alone

two-signs
QAPB allowed
two-signs
0 must be

These type of operations do not exist. In practice it is enough
to remember that on the right hand side in the BUFFERADDRESS
statemen~:
1)
2)
3)
4)

QAPB can appear only once
only one negative sign is allowed
zero must be alone (nota !imitation but a rule)
the operation is limited to one or two registers

In the· loop counter loading one names the processor output by a
name RELOADVALUE and gives a destination command which loopcounter is to be loaded. The command pair is for example like:
RELOAD LCR1

RELOADVALUE=QAPB+RSAPB(O)
RELOAD LCR2

RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(12)-RSAPB(7)
RELOAD LCR3

RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(3)
RELOAD LCR1
RELOADVALUE=DATAI

% NOTE the CORLAN syntax

The right hand side of the RELOADVALUE statement follows exactly identical rules with the BUFFERADDRESS statement and they
are, in fact, exactly identical from the processor point of view.
One CORLAN step cannot contain both the BUFFERADDRESS and
RELOADVALUE statements simultaneously except when the values
are identical. In this case the command group looks like:
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(2)-RSAPB(O)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=BUFFERADDRESS
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Above, the RSAPB addressing was done by giving direct register
numbers to the commands. In practical programming it is much
more convenient to make use of one of the nicest features in
CORLAN, which is the INDEX statement which allows names for
the registers instead of numbers. This statement has the syntax
shown in the following examples:
INDEX NAME1=15,NAME2=14,NAME3=13
INDEX NAME4=12,NAME5=0
where the list given on the right hand side and separated by
commas gives the relation between the numbers and names and the
name isa maximally 15 characters long otherwise arbitrary
user given name. After having the INDEX table one can work with
registers as if they were parameters. The INDEX table given
above causes the statements

BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(14)-RSAPB(13)
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(NAME2)-RSAPB(NAME3)
to be functionally identical commands.
Similarly°

RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(O)
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(NAMES)
are functionally identical.
The QAPB register cannot have any other name.
The third output connection from the processor is to the register stack. This allows modification of the register contents.
The right hand side can be as in BUFFERADDRESS and RELOADVALUE
statements with some restrictions. The commands may look like.
RSAPB(15)=RSAPB(3)
QAPB=RSAPB(2)-RSAPB(O)
QAPB=QAPB-RSAPB(14)
RSAPB(2)=-QAPB
RSAP(6)=RSAPB(6)+RAPB(7)
RSAPB(1)=RSAPB(1)-QAPB
The !imitation is that the operation is limited to only two
RSAPB registers within one CORLAN statement. Thus a command:
RSAPB(7)=RSAPB(8)+RSAPB(9)

% NOT ALLOWED, three RSAPB
% registers addressed

is nota valid CORLAN command (the hardware simply cannot do
it). Note also that within a single CORLAN statement one can
not modify simultaneously both the QAPB register and any pf
the RSAPB registers.
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The BUFFERADDRESS value can also be a source fora new register
value. Common cases are like the following examples:
B0FFERADDRESS=RSAPB(2)+RSAPB(O)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(10)
RSAPB(9)=BUFFERADDRESS
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB
RSAPB(9)=BUFFERADDRESS

There is one very important restriction which arises from the
hardware structure not explained in this report and not appearing in Figure 2.1. The following command group is not allowed:
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(10)
RSAPB(10)=RSAPB(11)

\ NOT ALLOWED

Without explaining the reason we establish the following rule:
IF THE BUFFERADDRESS STATEMENT IS BASED ON TRANSFERRING A SINGLE
RSAPB REGISTER VALUE TO THE PROCESSOR OUTPUT IT IS NOT ALLOWED
TO MODIFY.THE SOURCE REGISTER WITHIN THE SAME PROGRAM STEP.
Note that if the BUFFERADDRESS statement were based on a sum of
two RSAPB.registers, the other can be loaded to the value of
the processor output. If it is based on the difference then the
one having negative sign can be modified.
The DATAIO register cannot be modified by the processor ou~put.
The APB processor contains several shift operations i.e. multiply or divide by two and it contains logical operations but
they have not (yet?) turned out to be useful in incoherent
scatter algorithms and are not handled here. The present version of the CORLAN language does not contain the necessary
commands either.
The output processor (APM) which computes the result memory
addresses is identical (from the programmer's point of view)
and the rules and commands are similar when replacing
BUFFERADDRESS with RESMEMADDRESS, RSAPB with RSAPM and QAPB

with QAPM in the syntax. There are no loop counters and so
any equivalent to RELOADVALUE does not exist and there is no
register like DATAIO. A few output processor commands are
given below as an example:
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(3)+RSAPM(O)
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM
QAPM=RSAPB(2)-RSAPM(O)

One can also have command groups like
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM-RSAPM(2)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(1)+RSAPM(15)
RSAPM(15)=RESMEMADDRESS
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The restrictions explained for the input processor are valid for
the output processor as well.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PROGRAMMING RULE:
- a single CORLAN statement can contain only one input processor and one output processor command.
4.6. Loading the loop counters to initial values

In the previous chapter the statements needed to load the loop
counter registers were given. In a simple CORLAN program the
loading of two loop counters takes altogether four program steps
as shown in the examples below:
NEXT
RELOAD LCR1
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(NAME1)-RSAPB(NAME2)

\ example only

CONTINUE
NEXT
CONTINUE

\
\
%
\

one extra program step needed
before another reload operation allowed
LCR1 is ready to use in
the next step following "reload"

NEXT
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE =
CONTINUE
NEXT
LC2=LCR2

In a similar way LC3 can be loaded toa value computed by the
input processor by reloading LCR3 correspondingly. The demand
for an extra step arises from the hardware structure. This
"dummy statement" can contain any other allowed operation except
reloading a loop counter register and if used in an "active"
way it is not wasting the program memory in the correlator.
However, if no reasonable tasks can be found for the "dummy",
then the way how the example was shown is very ineffective and
should be avoided (one has to remember that a practical correlator program contains numerous loop counter loadings). The
way to go around this "ineffectiveness" is to define a dummy
subroutine.
NEXT
SUBROUTINE DUMMY
RETURN

\ subroutine to eliminate
\ dummy NEXT CONTINUE statements
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Then the loop counter loading can be done as follows:
NEXT
RELOAD LCR1
RELOADVALUE= .....
CALL DUMMY
NEXT
LC1=LCR1
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE =
In this way only one single "dummy statement" appears in the
whole correlator program.
The operation

NEXT
RELOAD ..... .
RELOADVALUE= .. ...
already takes all the resources of the input processor and no
other input processor operations are possible. Sometimes the
processor.output is suitable for other purposes, too, and then
it can be used as shown earlier. In practical programming this
usually does not occur and the whole possibility can be rather
safely forgotten. An individual loop counter loading from a
loop counter register does not prevent other similar operations
and the RELOAD operation. A case occutring often is like the
following example.

NEXT
RELOAD LCR1
RELOADVALUE= ....
CALL DUMMY

NEXT
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE= .....
LC1=LCR1
CALL DUMMY

NEXT
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE= ....
CALL DUMMY
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NEXT
LC2=LCR2
LC3=LCR3
LCR1A=LC1
CONTINUE
This example shows all the basic loop counter initial value
loadings in compact form. The last command shows also how the
register LCR1A can be loaded from a value existing instantaneously in LC1. This register can then later be used for example in the following way:

NEXT
LC1=LCR1A
CONTINUE
The LCR1A register is very convenient in many incoherent scatter application algorithms when effectively used.
The. example shows also that reloading a loop counter register
does not prevent the loading of the other loop counters from
their registers, that several loop counters (all if needed) can
be simultaneously loaded from their input registers and that it
is not necessary to load the loop counter to the loop counter
register value immediately when the register is ready; instead,
it can be done when needed. The loading of the loop counter to
the value in the loop counter input register does not modify
the register content. Thus a value once loaded can be used (and
is also almost always used) as many times as needed during the
execution of the program. This rule is also valid for the LCR1A
register.
4.7. Decrementing the loop counters
The loop counters are tested against zero under program control. They can be decremented either unconditionally or conditionally. Unconditional decrementing is shown in the next
example which contains all the possible decrementing commands
of the kind

NEXT
LC1=LC1-1
LC2=LC2-1
LC3=LC3-1
More often one needs, however, conditional decrementing including loading when zero. All the available possibilities are
given below as a statement list.
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

(LC1=0) THEN LC1=LCR1 ELSE LC1=LC1-1
(LC1=0) THEN LC1=LCR1A ELSE LC1=LC1-1
(LC1=0) THEN LC1=LCR1 LC2=LC2-1 ELSE LC1=LC1-1
(LC1=0 OR LC3=0) THEN LC1=LCR1A ELSE LC1=LC1-1
(LC3=0) THEN LC3=LCR3 ELSE LC3=LC3-1
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Note that no conditional decrementing and loading command is
based on LC2=0 testing. Note also that the only conditional LC2
decrementing is based on LC1 testing and that the only OR type
testing in loop counter operations is between LC1 and LC3. The.
different properties of the loop counters have to be kept in
mind when designing correlator algorithms. In many cases it is
the loop counter LC1 which has to be selected to control the
most complicated innermost loop, but not, however, always.
One can in practice rather freely combine a reasonable set of
loop counter operations into a single CORLAN step like:
NEXT

IF (LC1=0) THEN LC1=LCR1A ELSE LC1=LC1-1
LC2=LC2-1
LC3=LC3-1
Appendix 1 gives all the possible loop counter operations.
The given information is enough to program the loop counter
operations. In the program they are finally needed when testing
the program branching. This testing is independent of the
tests used to control the loop counter decrementing and can
thus appear in the same CORLAN statement. Testing is always the
first operation done within a program step execution.
4.8. IF THEN ELSE and IF THEN ELSEIF OTHERWISE type program
branching ·

In chapter 4.4 the different branching commands were handled.
Those commands can appear as a single statement but no correlator program can be totally based on that kind of branching. A
practical program needs at least one conditional branching.
As shown earlier one has always three possibilities in program
branching:
1) to the next step indicated by the T-register having a value
N+1 where N is the current program counter value
2) to the return address being the last loaded address in the
LIFO stack
3) toa program counter value taken from t?e program code
(1) is the "CONTINUE family" (2) is the "RETURN family" and (3)
is the "GOTO family". In every family three commands exist and
they differ in the way how the return address (LIFO stack) is
handled. The return address is either set or deleted or there
is no return address operation.
In an unconditional single way branching one can freely take
any of the possibilities as a branching condition as shown
earlier when the syntax was shown. In conditional two way
branching one uses the IF THEN ELSE statement and tests against
loop counter values but the two possibilities must necessarily
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belong to different "families" of the branching .. Many of the
available commands are given below and the branching statement
is shown only with three dots ... which then can be substituted
by any of the allowed branching conditions following the explained rule.
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

(LC1=0) THEN
ELSE
(LC2=0) THEN
ELSE
(LC3=0) THEN
ELSE
(LC1=0 OR LC2=0) THEN
(LC1=0 OR LC3=0) THEN
(LC2#0 OR LC3=0) THEN
(LC1=0 OR LC2=0 OR LC3=0)
(LC1=0 OR LC2f/-O OR LC3=0)
(LC1=0 OR LC2=0 OR LCJ#O)
(LC1=0 OR LC2#0 OR LC3#0)

ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE

In most practical works only the first six are used. A practical syntax example could look like:
NEXT
SUBROUTINE EXAMPLE
LC2=LCR2
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL COMPUTELOOP

LC1=LCR1
CONTINUE
NEXT
I.ABEL INNERLOOP

LC1=LC1-1
IF (LC1=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO INNERLOOP
NEXT
LC2·-T.C2-1
IF LC2=0 THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO COMPUTELOOP

~

In the example routine the loop counter is decremented in the
same step where it is tested. In these kind of cases the order
of operations in the correlator is that the testing is done
first. So the RETURN condition is met when the LC2 hasa value
zero when entering to the last command. If LCR2 is N in the
example the program executes "COMPUTELOOP" N+1 times.
Note the single step loop "INNERLOOP".
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The correlator allows also three way branching of the form IF
THEN ELSEIF OTHERWISE. The possibilities areas follows and
the two free conditions are again shown by three dots.
IF (LC1=0) THEN ... ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ... OTHERWISE
CONTINUE
IF (LC3=0) THEN ... ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ... OTHERWISE
CONTINUE
IF (LC1=0 OR LC3=0) THEN ... ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ...
OTHERWISE CONTINUE
Full syntax example:
IF (LC1=0) THEN GOTO LONGPULSE ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN RETURN
OTHERWISE CONTINUE
where LONGPULSE isa label. A comprehensive list of the
different branching commands is given in Appendix 2.
4.9. Programming the multiplier group
All the arithmetical operations to the input data taken from
the buffer memory are done in the MULTIPLIER UNIT and
ACCUMULATOR. What is in fact done depends on the program. The
input data word isa complex word where both the real and imaginary parts have 8 bits two's complement notation. In the majority of cas~s one programs the following arithmetical operation
when trying to compute autocorrelation function estimates
(4.9.1)

W=Z(n)*Z(n+i)*

where Z(n) isa data word read from the buffer memory, 1 is
usually a positive integer, which can be also zero and *°denotes complex conjugate. W is the output from the multiplier
group to be entered to the accumulator. The input data word
Z(n) has both real and imaginary parts
Re(Z(n)) = X(n)
Im(Z(n)) = Y(n)

(4.9.2)

The data points X(n) and Y(n) are directly the real and imagi~
nary parts of the data words sampled from the receiver channels
and stored in the buffer memory. Now the complex output W has
also its real and imaginary parts
(4.9.3)

Re(W)=X(n)*X(n+i)+Y(n)*Y(n+i)
Im(W)=Y(n)*X(n+i)-X(n)*Y(n+i)
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Fig. 4.9.1. The multiplier group .i.n the EISC'AT correlators pre ·
sented in the way the programmer sees it. It does not
exactly correspond to the real hardware configuration (modi·fied from Törustad, 1982). ·
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One can see the four real multiplications needed to obtain both
the real and imaginary parts of the output W. In the EISCAT
correlators this is done in parallel in four separate multipliers. Both the real and imaginary part contain two multipliers. These multipliers are called MULTIPLIER1 and
MULTIPLIER2 in the CORLAN syntax, a pair for each CHANNEL, 1
and 2.
The input processor computes the read address for the buffer
memory. This is essentially computation of the indices in the
data words Z(k). In the addressing mode used at present
(another mode exists) only one word can be read at a time.
There are thus storage registers needed. These storage reg~
isters can keep one older dataword (called OLDVALUE in CORLAN
syntax), the present value, and there is also a constant=1
available. This forms the input data in the multiplier operations. The data values are, in fact, stored in the multiplier
input registers. Every multiplier has two input registers which
are called REGISTERA and REGISTERB in CORLAN syntax.
In CORLAN the real part hardware is called CHANNEL1 and the
imaginary part is called CHANNEL2 when looking from the output
side.
In this way one can uniquely define the registers both at the
input and at the output. For example REGISTERA MULTIPLIER1
CHANNEL1 defines exactly one of the eight input registers in
the multipliers. Figure 4.9.1 shows a more detailed schematic
of the MULTIPLIER UNIT. From this schematic one can see also
the two ARITHMETIC UNITS which can do either the addition or
subtraction of the multiplier outputs or they can be programmed
to have another multiplier output as an output or they can be
programmed to give -1 as an output.
The easiest way to program the MULTIPLIER UNIT is to use the
most compact forms in the.CORLAN syntax. Fast incoherent scatter algorithms do the computation so that one starts from the
square of the input values i.e. the index i=O in formula
4.9.1. Then the necessary output can be programmed directly in
the following way:

NEXT
LABEL NEWGATE
BUFFERADDRESS= ....

% address for Z(n) in formula 4.9.1
% when i=O

CHANNEL1=X*X+Y*Y
CHANELL2=Y*X-X*Y
RESMEMADDRESS= ... ..

%
%
%
%

result memory address i.e. address
to which to accumulate
these lines contain accumulation
control

CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL LOOP
BUFFERADDRESS= ....

% address for Z(n+i)
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% X and Y are now new values

CHANNEL1=0LDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y

RESMEMADDRESS= ....
IF ..... THEN GOTO LOOP ELSE CONTINUE
NEXT
IF

THEN GOTO NEWGATE ELSE CONTINUE

In the second step one has read a new value for X and Y and
multiplies them with the old values of the X and Y used iri the
first command. Note carefully the positions X, Y and OLDVALUE
parameter. The example shows also a very typical looping arrangement without showing how it is tested. In many practical autocorrelation function algorithms the structure is as shown.
The first step computes the zero lag estimate and the second
step the other lags in the estimate.
Note that the arithmetic operation in the first step could
equally well be defined in the following way:

NEXT
REGISTERA MULTIPLIER1 CHANNEL1=X
REGISTERS. MULTIPLIER1 CHANNEL1=X
REGISTERA MULTIPLIER2 CHANNEL1=Y
REGISTERB MULTIPLIER2 CHANNEL1=Y
%
REGISTERA MULTIPLIER1 CHANNEL2=Y
REGISTERB MULTIPLIER1 CHANNEL2=X
REGISTERA MULTIPLIER2 CHANNEL2=X
REGISTERB MULTIPLIER2 CHANNEL2=Y
%
CHANNEL1=MULTIPLIER1+MULTIPLIER2
CHANNEL2=MULTIPLIER1-MULTIPLIER2
%

CONTINUE
The given way is valid in CORLAN but produces a code tedious to
write. In some special applications this way of programming is
needed.
Other useful outputs - especially for test programs - are the
following:

NEXT
CHANNEL1=X
CHANNEL2=Y
or

NEXT
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CHANNEL1=X*X
CHANNEL2=Y*Y ·
or
NEXT

CHANNEL1=X*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X
One could also program using commands:
NEXT
REGISTERA CHANNEL1 MULTIPLIER1=1
REGISTERB CHANNEL1 MULTIPLIER1=X
CHANNEL1=MULTIPLIER1
REGISTERA CHANNEL2 MULTIPLIER1=1
REGISTERB CHANNEL2 MULTIPLIER1=Y
CHANNEL2=MULTIPLIER1

%=X
\=Y

Note that 1 can be programmed only to register A. Register B
does not have this possibility.
11

11

Finally in every program one has to make use of the possibility
that the channel output can be commanded to -1 in the following
way:

NEXT
CHANNEL1=-1
CHANNEL2=-1

This is needed when programming the number of cycles into the
result memory for testing purposes (the so called SCANCOUNT
value).
For further details the reader is advised to study the original
documentation (Alker, 1979, Törustad, 1982). It is, however, of
great use to know what one cannot do. For example the statements:
CHANNEL1=-X*X-Y*Y
or
CHANNEL1=-X

unhappily do not exist. Particularly the first of these could
be of great use in some special incoherent scatter algorithms.
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4.10. Programming the accumulation
The accumulator either writes or sums the MULTIPLIER UNIT output toa result memory address given by the output processor
(the statement RESMEMADDRESS= .... ). These two possibilities are
controlled by the two ACCUMULATION MODES of the correlator. The
mode commands-change the correlator mode. which is then constant
until a new command is given.
The command
NEXT
SET START-EXPERIMENT MODE
puts the correlator into "write-or-accumulate mode" and the
command
NEXT
SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE
puts the correlator into "accumulation mode" (Read-modifywrite) when every new result is added to the existing content
in the result memory position pointed by output processor.
In practice (with a few exceptions appearing in very special
applications) the SET START-EXPERIMENT MODE is given only at
the end of the TRANSFER ROUTINE which means that when the content of the result memory is read to the computer the correlator is turned into write-or-accumulate mode. At the end of
the first full computation cycle the correlator is programmed
to get a command SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE and accumulate mode.
These two commands appear only in program steps which are
practically constant and so in normal programming work one
should not worry about them. They do not appear in the program
steps written by the user if the "standard" building blocks in
the correlator programming are used. This is handled later.
For controlling the write-or-accumulate mode one has to use
commands
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
and
ACCUMULATE
These commands are effective only if the correlator is in the
START-EXPERIMENT mode. Then the INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR command
turns the accumulation irito "write only 11 mode and the command
ACCUMULATE turns it to accumulate mode. These commands
are valid as long as they are not modified by the other command. The programming rule is the following:
One has to consider the first computation cycle, then
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.1) every time on~ is accumulating toa memory po~ition which is
not.yet used one has to have ~he INITIALIZE ACCUMUL~TOR command
active,
2) if the result memory address is already used once (and only
once) during the first cycle, then one must have the ACCUMULATE
command active.
If these rules can be exactly followed, then the program is
correct at the "academic" level.
In certain applications the EISCAT correlator cannot be programmed to do this sequence correctly within the available· number
of program steps. Sometimes one has to accept some level of
approximation, especially in the "standard" GEN-SYSTEM applications, because if trying to follow the rules exactly the easiness
to program main programs by using available subroutines is lost.
The approximation, which in March 1986 versions exists in the
GEN-SYSTEM ,co~relator program package, is that no distortion of
the data takes place, but most of the data of the first computation period is lost.
A complete command containing the accumulation control INITIALIZE
ACCUMULATOR and the necessary strobe pulses may look as follows
NEXT
BUFFERADDRESS = .. .
RESMEMADDRESS = .. .
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
CHANNEL1 = OLDVALUE*X + OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2 = OLDVALUE*X - OLDVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD
IREG
STORE OREG

CONTINUE
This now shows the command group for the data storage.
STROBE IREG
LOAD
IREG
STORE OREG
which finally activates the accumulation to the result memory.
If these commands are not given then the result memory is not
touched at all. The reader is advised to study the reports of
Alker (1979) and Törustad (1982) for the detailed description
of what the strobe pulses mean but in normal programming this
knowledge is not needed.
Finally one must mention a point where an error is very easy to
make, and it arises from the fact that due to the pipeline delay
in the accumulation
ONE CANNOT DO THE ACCUMULATION TO THE SAME RESULT MEMORY'ADDRESS
IN TWO SUBSEQUENT STEPS DURING THE PROGRAM EXECUTION.
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As a consequence one necessarily has to change tne result memory
address in every step if one wants to keep high accumulation
rates. This often complicates the algorithms.
To clear the accumulation pipeline delay one needs one extra
STROBE OREG at the end of the computation and this is added
into the same "standard" command containing the SET CONTINUEEXPERIMENT MODE command.
4.11. The transfer routine
In the TRANSFER mode (when start transfer interrupt hasa~rived) the correlator branches toa routine having the first
program step in location 32 and also the clock source of the
correlator changes. The transfer routine is either 8 or 9 steps
long (examples shown later). It contains the following new
statements given as a li~t only:

PREPARETRANSFER
TRANSFER STATUSWORD
TRANSFER CONTROLWORD
TRANSFER CHANNEL1 LSPART
TRANSFER CHANNEL1 MSPART
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 LSPART
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 MSPART
FINNISHTRANSFER
The transfer routines in the GEN-SYSTEM correlator program
library are developed to the end and in normal programming
the user should use them. If one needs a special program,
the report of Törustad (1982) gives the rules and the
examples in this report can give further advice. The GEN-SYSTEM
transfer routines are 4-5 steps shorter than the "original
one".

5. CORRELATOR PROGRAMMING IN PRACTICE
The introduction given in the previous chapters allows in principle the algorithm design. The correct point is not, however,
to start with a blank sheet. Instead it has to be checked
what one needs to program. If a suitable subroutine combination exists in the program libraries, then the programming
task is limited toa few relatively simple commands. Even
if the needed routine does not exist, the library contains
programs, which certainly have most of the program in a suittable form and it is not meaningful to repeat the work. Adding
one or two routines together with the main program should be
enough in almost all applications if one checks the existing
library. In the following chapters the programming tools, which
exist in the GEN-SYSTEM libraries, are explained and from those
algorithms a user should either find exactly the program he
needs - or at least a program which is very nearly the needed
one.
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Editing the corre]ator program is deleting some routines which
are not needed in order to save space (if that is important)
and adding some new routines into the program. This is easiest
to do by using standard program editors.
When the program is ready the file is compiled. This is done by
running a program CORLAN:PROG, which asks for input, list and
output files. The resulting output Eile is directly the file
which can be loaded to the correlator by using the ELAN file
command LOAD-CORRELATOR.
Even if the syntax is correct and the written file can be compiled the resulting program does not necessarily work. Especially when having big programs with new routines it is almost
always necessary to run the program through a "correlator simulator" and check pojnt by point how the algorithm works. This
kind of suitable simulator is the CORRTEST (Ho, 1981). A program which runs correct]y in the simulator usually works also
in the correlator. Careful st11dy of the real correlator output
finally reveals if the program is correct. In very complicated
cases it is also in this phase good to test the output by using a
suitably programmed signal simulator which produces an easily
analyzable output pattern in the EISCAT receiver-data processing syst~m. Many of the tests are ouch that they can be done
only in the EISCAT system.
In simple. cases which do not demand programming of complicated
new routines, a carefully done program works usually without any
need for elaborate testing.

6. THE NECESSARY REGISTERS, COMMANDS AND ROUTINES
Any correlator program must necessarily contain certain parts,
which are the same in every program. There are also same reg-isters, which must necessarily exist. When following GEN-SYSTEM
type programming one fixes already in the beginning two APB
stack registers, two APM stack registers and 13 or 14 program
steps. The registers are the constant =1 for both processors
and an address counter for both processors. In the program side
one must have the TRANSFER ROUTINE, IDLE LOOP command, SCANCOUNT
command, mode change command called LASTCOMMAND in the GENSYSTEM, and in most cases the subroutine DUMMY. Together with
these the system demands one commnnd (step 63) which does not
cancern the user.
The constant (=1) registers are in the GEN-SYSTEM called
APBINCR and APMINCR, the buffer memory address counter is
called BUFSTARTADD and the res11lt mernory address counter is
called RESTARTADD. In all the GEN-SYSTEM routines the same
INDEX statements are thus always given:
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INDEX APBINCR=O, BUFFSTARTADD=1
INDEX APMINCR=O, RESTARTADD=1

This fixes the registers always used for these purposes in the
program library described in this report.
The IDLE LOOP COMMAND is in the basic form the following:
\ IDLE LOOP command
LOCATION=O
LABEL ZERO
RSAPB(BUFFSTARTADD)=O
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=O
CONTINUE

This is always the first program step in every correlator program. Note that although the branching statement is CONTINUE
the program stays in location =O because the program counter is
inhibited in this (and only this) program step in the correlator hardware. In the GEN-SYSTEM programs one input and output
processor task is given for the IDLE LOOP. It resets both the
input and output address counters.
Subroutine DUMMY is used to shorten programs and is very simple.
NEXT
SUBROUTINE DUMMY
RETURN

In some programs the DUMMY also contains other operations.
In every program one has to compute the so called SCANCOUNT value
which indicates the number of START COMPUTE interrupts within
the integration period. This is done by adding -1 to both real
and imaginary parts in one result memory point, which is used
for checking. This data word must be immediately after the last
address used by the accumulated data. In GEN-SYSTEM this is
done by a program step with label SCANCOUNT and it is usually
located just after the user's main (highest level) program. In
standard form the program step looks like:
NEXT
LABEL SCANCOUNT
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)
CHANNEL1=-1
CHANNEL2=-1
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
STROBE IREG
GOTO LASTCOMMAND

\ LCR2 loading needed
% for TRANSFER routine
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As seen above the scancount value is accumulated toan address
which has the value of the result memory address counter at
that moment. Sometimes this addressing needs modification.
From the SCANCOUNT
LASTCOMMAND, which
located at the end
the END statement.
in the memory step

the program branches to the step having label
in the GEN-SYSTEM programs is also physically
of a program but the only reason for that is
In the fully packed program it is thus located
62 although no LOCATION command is given.

NEXT
LABEL LASTCOMMAND
STROBE IREG
SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE
LC2=LCR2
GOTO ZERO

% for TRANSFER routine

\

END

This command must be the last command which the program executes after a given START COMPUTE interrupt. It has two tasks,
clearing the accumulator instructions (STROBE IREG) and setting
the MODE. After this step the program goes to the idle loop as
seen from the branching statement (the IDLE LOOP has LABEL ZERO
in the GEN-SYSTEM programs) where it waits fora new "start
compute" or "start transfer" interrupt. The END statement tells
the compiler that the program ends here.
The LCR2, LC2 operations in 11 SCANCOUNT" and 11 LASTCOMMAND 11 are
needed if, and only if, the most compact transfer routine (the
version having 8 steps) is used.
The last necessary standard routine in every correlator program
is the TRANSFER ROUTINE which starts from the location 32. In
LISTING 6.1 the 8 step version of this routine is given exactly
in the form it appears in mest new versions (May 1986 or later)
of GEN-SYSTEM programs.
The listing shows how the special transfer oriented commands
are handled in CORLAN. In practice the user need not consider
the details of the transfer routine and can use either the
given program or a simpler 9 step version.

7. THE STANDARD GEN-SYSTEM CORRELATOR PROGRAM STRUCTURE
When writing this (1986) nine "standard" GEN-SYSTEM correlator programs existed anda few special programs. The main
distinction between them is that in the standard programs the
UNIPROG matrix is computed in its basic form (see e.g. Turunen,
1985). In special programs the diagonals of this matrix are
further processed in special way mainly to get compression of
data and certain output format benefits. The standard programs
are in the GEN-SYSTEM library cal~ed master programs and they
do not have the main program which is always user oriented and
depends on the application.
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The master programs are READY COLLECTIONS OF SUBROUTINES PACKED

EFFECTIVELY IN COMPACT FORM WITH READY INDEX TABLES FIXING THE
REGISTERS. Any master program contains also a comment part
which explains how to use the routines.
The programs are written using the following assumptions:
1) - data is sampled so that the buffer filling starts
from the address 0000
2) - exactly the right amount of data samples are taken in
every block i.e. when computing with the given parameters
every point sampled into the buffer memory is used at
least once
3) - the start addresses in the buffer memory are given so that
there are no gaps between the different input data blocks.
When these conditions are fulfilled one can do the buffer memory read address computation using only a single address count··
er register in the input processor side, the register having
INDEX statement BUFSTARTADD. This is the register RSAPB(1) in all
standard GEN-SYSTEM programs. Initializing the value to 000 in
the beginning is done in the IDLE LOOP.
Every time a subroutine is called it computes a data block and
during the computation the address counting algorithm can be
rather complicated. Every subroutine is, however, built so that
when the subroutine returns (computation ready) it leaves the
register BUFSTARTADD to point to the first unused point in the
buffer memory address space. This value is then taken to be the
buffer memory start address value in the next subroutine called
in the subroutine call sequence.
The result memory addressing is done in a similar way in the
result memory address space but an easy possibility is given
for the user to load the used result memory address counter to
a wanted value when calling a new subroutine. This gives a
possibility to add similar data blocks together already at the
correlator level. The address counter register is called
RESTARTADD in the GEN-SYSTEM programs.
The standard programs intended for monostatic applications are
collections of three different routines
1)

POWERPROFILES (P)

2) UNIPROGS

(U)

3) LONGPULSES

(L)

A special UNIPROG (S) is also included in one master program.
It is otherwise like UNIPROG except that one can program the
index of the first computed lag (in UNIPROG it starts from 0).
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The file names of the different master programs are the following:
GEN-A-L3P3:CLAN
GEN-B-L2U1P3:CLAN
GEN-C-L1U2P3:CLAN
GEN-D-L1U2P2:CLAN
GEN-E-L1U1P3:CLAN
GEN-F-L1U1P2:CLAN
GEN-G-L1U1S1P2:CLAN
GEN-H-U3P3:CLAN
GEN-REMOTE:CLAN

Every program has type :CLAN and they are found from user GENPROGS-EISCAT in the EISCAT computer system. The last part of the
name reveals the subroutine structure (L2U1P3 for example means
that the program has two independent LONGPULSE routines, one
UNIPROG and three independent POWERPROFILES). One can easily
develop some other subroutine combinations, too.
GEN-REMOTE is intended for remote station applications and has
a different longpulse routine and also a calibration routine
having equal weight at all lags together with a control possibility suitable for timing checks. GEN-REMOTE is handled
separately in more detail later in this report.
In this report it is assumed that the reader knows the algorithms behind the routines and the tasks for which they are
intended for. That is discussed in detail in the report describing the GEN-SYSTEM (Turunen, 1985) and this somewhat
lengthy discussion is not repeated here. Also the terminology follows the mentioned reference and is repeated below.
In this report one concentrates mainly on how the algorithms
are realized in the correlator and some programming philosophy
is explained because it helps the user to design possible own
routines.
The monostatic long pulse computation demands three parameters:
VOLUMEINDEX, LPLAGMAX and LPNOGATES.
The first parameter VOLUMEINDEX gives the number of adjacent
UNIPROG matrix elements in the main diagonal added together to
form the zero lag estimate. The parameter LPLAGMAX is the maximum lag computed (=number of lags -1) and the third parameter
is the number of gates. Note, however, that the number of
gates is loaded in the subroutine call and the programmer is
free to use any other suitable register or even register combination as the number of gates. The registers in the APB side
have the given names in GEN-SYSTEM, in case of more than one
long pulse routine indexes are given like LPLAGMAX1, LPLAGMAX2
etc. Some long pulse routines have on the APM side a register
LPMAXLAG which must have the same loading as the LPLAGMAX in
the APB side. In the latest program versions it is, however, no
longer needed.
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MASTER PROGRAM STRUCTURE

NAME AND INFORMATION (COMMENTS)
INDEX TABLE
USER GUIDE (COMMENTS)
IOLE LOOP AT LOCATION

</J

SPACE RESERVED FOR USER'S
MAIN PROGRAM
SCANCOUNT COMMAND
SPACE RESERVED FOR USER'S.
OWN SUBROUTINES

MASTER PROGRAM SUBROUTINES

TRANSFER ROUTINE
GEN-DUMP
LÖCATIONS 32-40

MASTER PROGRAM SUBROUTINES
CONTINUE

.. LASTCOMMANO'-, LOCATION 62

LOCATION 63, NO USER ACCESS

Fig. 7.1. The master program str4c~ure in the GEN SYSTEM. The
most compact TRANSFER routines occupy ouly the program
steps 32-39.
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UNIPROG has three control parameters and the corresponding
registers: UNILAGINCR, UNILAGMAX and UNINOSAMPLES. The first
one gives sample space lag increment, the second gives number of
lags computed -1, and the third one is the number of samples in
the data block handled by the UNIPROG routine.
Power profile computation is an "interna!" UNIPROG application
in the GEN system. Subroutines POWERPROFILE have only one control parameter PPNOSAMPLES giving the number of samples in the
data block used in the computation.
Both UNIPROG and POWERPROFILE control can have indexes if more
than one independent routine exists in the master program.· In
those two programs one loads the "gating" in the subroutine call
and any suitable registers can be used.
For giving extra parameters (like for gating) one can have
registers having index "USERREG" in the master programs.
In the APM side one has several registers used mainly to control the start addresses in the result memory. They have names
RESENTRY1, RESENTRY2 ... etc. These are needed when loading the
start address in the result memory side in the subroutine call
in the main program.
Sometimes one has an APM register named "SCANCOUNTADD", which
is the address to which the number of cycles is integrated (scancount).
Figure 7.1 shows anormal master program structure. There are
two parts in the program where the user can write program
steps, just before and after the SCANCOUNT command. The main program written by the user should locate before the scancount
command and the subroutines after that. This gives the possibility to write a maximally compact program (minimum number of
steps). The subroutines written by the user are in most cases only
lists of subroutine calls and the main program then calls these
lists. All the GEN-SYSTEM standard master programs are written
in the way that making a one level subroutine containing subroutine calls is possible without limitation. The total amount
of program steps the user can have in the main program and
possible subroutines together depends on the number of free
program steps. This is always indicated in the comment part
called "USER GUIDE" in the Fig.7.1.

8. PROGRAMMING THE MAIN PRO<";RAM TO MASTER PROGRAMS
The master program name itself indicates the subroutine structure. Another thing is to know the registers. This is given in
the INDEX TABLE. Listing 8.1 shows an index table of the ~aster
program GEN-C.
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The index table shows the control registers used by the different subroutines. The names are those used in the GEN-SYSTEM
and in the case of several independent subroutines of the same type
they are indexed like UNILAGMAX1 (for UNIPROG1) etc. On the APM
side one finds the "RESENTRY" registers used to contain result
memory start addresses for different types of data if the user
wants an "active" way to control the output data layout or wants
to add channels on top of each other. The RESENTRY registers
can be used totally as the user wants. On the APM side one has
to rernernber to load the LPMAXLAG register(s) to the same values
.:t!., 1".11,· c·orresponding T,PL.Ac;MAX regi~;tt:-.·rU;) in t.he APB side, if
the used LONGPULSE routine(s) dernand it. One has to load (in
the ELAN file) also the APBINCR and APMINCR to 1 and, of course,
all the APB registers which belong to those subroutines which
are actually called in the user written part. The user should
not care about the "temporary storages" except that they cannot
bP used for any input data applications.
Every master program contains a list of the subroutine calls
which are allowed when programming in the simple basic mode.
They are all single step cornmands. Listing 8.2 shows this comment part from a master program GEN-C.
The comment part in master programs is rather comprehensive and
together with the GEN-SYSTEM report and the present report the user
should be able to write the main program. It is recommended to
wrlte the.user part into a separate file which is then inserted
into the master program and possibly the SCANCOUNT command
rnoved to its right position. In the GEN-PROGRAMS library these
kind of files are called like
GEN-2A-T-SUBR:LIST
where GEN-2A·-T is an experiment narne and the lat.ter part shows
that the file is the subroutine call list written for some
master program. GEN-2A i s a library experiment in the GENPROGRAMS library. The mentioned file is shown in Listing 8.3
and from the cornments onc can see that it is written for master
program GEN-E. (GEN-2A is an experiment having 4 E-layer powerprofiles, 4 five-pulse codes, two F-layer powerprofiles and two
long pulses in "12-block mode"). From the comments one can also
see that when appending the file into the master program one
has to move the scancount command to the right position, between the main program anda user defined subroutine.
The main program shown in listing 8.3 is worth analysing in
more detail. The main program i s a simple two step program
which must be followed by the scancount command. This immediately tells that the buffer memory is filled so that two identical data structures arise and thus this kind of computation
is possible. It further tells that the last data block computed from the buffer rnemory has also the highest addresses
in the result memory because no modification of the scancount
command is mentioned. This means that at the point when the
program branches to the scancount command the RESTARTADD really
points to the address where the ~cancount has to be written. If
it were not so, one should modify the scancount command in the
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way that instead of RESTARTADD the address is taken from some
RESENTRY register which then should be loaded with the proper
value, in the ELAN file. In the GEN-PROGRAMS library this register often has INDEX SCANCOUNTADD.
The main program also reveals that the user is adding channels
together, otherwise this type of structure is impossible.
When going through the user written subroutine (SUBROUTINE
LIST) one sees in which order the data blocks must be in the
buffer memory. The cornments reveal the type of data. From commands one can also see what RESENTRY registers are used for any
individual type of data and knowing the ELAN file one knows
uniquely the data structure in the result memory because in the
subroutine call the line
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRY ... )
reveals from where the subroutine takes a new result memory
start address to which the first result point enters. "Default
mode" result memory addressing is not used although in some
points it does exactly the same thing. Giving RESENTRIES everywhere produces a code, which even in the ELAN file leve! reveals the· output structure if prc)per comments are written.
There are two points which make this kind of file necessary and
why it should exist also in the data tape. From the subroutine
calls one sees how the programmer has defined UNIPROG and
POWERPROFILE gating in command linAs
RELOAD LCR1
RELOADVALUE= ....
because in these commands one has to use the existing s11itable
values in the APB registers. Only after knowing the registers,
arithmetical operation and corresponding register contents (seen
in the ELAN file) one knows exactly the gating used in the
data.
Another important loop counter loading is in the LONGPULSE call
because the number of gates is loaded in the subroutine call
level

RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE= .....
In all master programs there is one register called LPNOGATES
for the number of gates for every independent long pulse routine. There is, however, no absolute need to use that for
the number of gates (although it is, of course, a good habit)
in any CALL LONGPULSE. If one computes the whole data vector
sampled in one channel by using a single subroutine call, then
necessarily several "garbage gates" arise. This can be avoided
by computing scatter, sky noise and noise injection blocks
separately as done in the example and then nece~sarily one has
to use other registers than LPNOGATES, too. What suitable registers are used is seen only in the correlator program itself.
One can also compute the background and noise injection estimates by having an individual subroutine call for every gate
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(the number· of g~tes=1 in every call). This produces statiatically fully independent estimate~. Finally one can see. that in·
the subroutine LIST the iast command is GOTO LONGPULSE instead
of CALL LONGPULSE. If the last form·were used, then the return.
address would be set,and as a last command step in the subroutine LIST one should have
NEXT
RETURN

This extra step is avoided by leaving the return address setting out in the last command, then the RETURN at the end of the
LONGPULSE routine causes branching directly to the main pr·ogram
(the previous sUbroutine level). Correlator programming is full.
of such possibilities when the number of available free program steps starts to be a limiting factor.

9. THE SUBROUTINES POWERPROFILE, UNIPROG AND LONGPULSE
In normal correlator programming one does not need the knowledge of how the subroutines in the master programs are written.
Qne needs only to know how to call them, what are the registers
they use and what they compute. If one ha~ to go deeper into
correlator programming, then the GEN-SYSTEM subroutines can be
used as examples on relatively compactly written fast correlator algorithms. The mathematics behind them is described by
Turunen (1985).
Both the POWERPROFILE and the UNIPROG routines use the same
computing part, the UNIPROG, but the powerprofile computes only
the main diagonal (UNILAGMAX set to 0). When one has several
POWER~ROFILE and UNIPROG routines in the same master program
they all branch finally to the same routine. The program listings reveal this best. Listing 9.1 shows the two UNIPROG
(UNIPROG1 and UNIPROG2) structures in the form ·they are written
in GEN-C.
In the programs UNIPROG1 and UNIPROG2 one loads the necessary
loop counters ·and temporary storages to starting values and
then enters to the program UNIPROG which does the computation.
Note that during the computation one branches outside the
UNIPROG routine back to UNIPROG1 or UNIPROG2 depending which is
the calling program. The program UNIPROG can be written more
·
compactly but then one encounters difficulties when trying to
kee~ a "multiuse" nature of the algorithm and the savings are
lost elsewhere.
Because the program hasa "gating" possibility and it computes
along the diagonals, it cannot be faster than 2.5 MHz in multi-·
plication rate (the same result memory position cannot be·
addressed in two subsequent cycles).
One uses as temporary storages the same registers as the
LONGPULSE routine and the names are related to that algorithm
and thus .do not have any connection to the UNIPROG algorithm
terminology.
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The listing 9.2 shows how the POWERPROFILE routines are coupled
to the UNIPROG. Note the use of PUSH and POP type LIFO operations in the routines.
The routines are not exactly in the same order as in the original master program.
The GEN-SYSTEM LONGPULSE routine, which computes keeping the
volume size constant, is relatively complicated and long but,
however, fast. This routine computes along the rows (when
thinking in terms of the UNIPROG matrix). The algorithm is described in the GEN-SYSTEM report (Turunen, 1985). The program
is listed in Listing 9.3 in aversion which is used in th~ 1986
versions of GEN-SYSTEM Programs. Note that every program step
uses all the resources of the APB processor. The address counting
algorithm can be made clearer but that makes the program longer.
The LONGPULSE routine is one of the most complicated algorithms
in the GEN-SYSTEM. There are other ways to design the computation but the author has not so far invented a faster and shorter
algorithm for the problem.
If more than one LONGPULSE routine exists in a master program it
is done by loading temporary storages to the control parameter
values and using exactly the given routine with the exception
of some register names.
There is one point which one has to note. In GEN-SYSTEM correlator programs the subroutine calls are defined so that one
always loads one loop counter register in the calling command.
There are two reasons for that.
1) one gives also in this program step a fulltask for the
input processor and thus saves one program step later
2) one can freely select the registers one uses without any
!imitation and one can make any allowed mathematical operation
when loading. This increases the degrees of freedom when programming and, to some extent, the drawbacks of the limited
number of control registers disappear. At the same time the
total experiment design becomes more difficult because one has
to consider the selection of parameters such that the sums and
differences are also maximally useful.
Loading of a loop counter register in the calling cornmand on
the other hand means that the first command of any subroutine
cannot contain the RELOAD operation. This is harmful because at
the beginning of the subroutine the loop counter loading is. a
self evident task. However, the benefits of the selected method
greatly overcorne the drawbacks.
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10. THE CORRELATOR ALGORITHM GEN-REMOTE
One of the standard master programs is GEN-REMOTE. It differs
from the others in many respects, for example none of the com-.
puting routines is the same as in the other programs. It is
designed for remote station applications. GEN-REMOTE has two
independent basic routines REMOTE1 and REMOTE2. The INDEX table
and the computing routines are shown in LISTING 10.1. Both
REMOTE1 and REMOTE2 can compute all the tasks involved inremote station application when the bisection volume is illuminated by a long pulse. These tasks are
1) timing check
2) autocorrelation function estimate for the signal
3) calibration
GEN-REMOTE is one of the GEN-SYSTEM programs which is toa certain extent "parameter controlled" i.e. the APB stack registers
and subroutine call parameters control different "modes" of the
program. Below the description is limited to REMOTE1 mainly.
The- autocorrelation function estimate is computed using triangular w~ighting. The control parameters are:
1) number of gates loaded in the subroutine call to LCR2
2) number-of samples used in the computation. This parameter is
stored in the register SIGSAMPLES1
3) maximum delay computed (=number of lags - 1). This parameter
is stored in the register LAGMAX1 (corresponding APM register MAXLAG1 has to be loaded, too).
Note that no register for the number of signal gates exists.
However, the APB stack contains one free register having INDEX
statement USERREG which can be used for this purpose. All the
arithmetical operations using the available registers are also
possible.
The number of gates given in LCR2 loading dictates the timing
check mode. If the number of gates is 1, then the timing check
is done in the "powerprofile mode" i.e. the program computes a
nongated powerprofile starting from the address being the instantaneous buffer memory address value in the BUFSTARTADD
register. This powerprofile contains 2*MARGIN1+SIGSAMPLES1
points. After this computation the address counter returns to
point to the value which is the value of the BUFSTARTADD in the
beginning of the computation + MARGIN1. From that address the
program starts to compute the signalgate. After the computation
the address counter jumps to point to the address which is the
first address after the last point used in the powerprofile
computation (from that address the routine starts to compute
the calibration gates). In this mod~ it is assumed that the
signal is sampled so that full illumination of the volume occurs in SIGSAMPLES1 points in the middle of the data vector
containing MARGIN1+SIGSAMPLES1+MARGIN1 points. To the result
memory this mode produces first the powerprofile starting from
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the RESENTRY value given in the subroutine call and then a
single signal gate. The total number of result memory points for
the timing check and signal gate is in this mode
2*MARGIN1+SIGSAMPLES1+LAGMAX1+1. This 11 powerprofile mode" of
timing check demands rather high signal levels before one can
rapidly see when the volume becomes illuminated but on the
other hand it gives possibility to measure the possible signal
power variations exactly during the illumination.
In many applications the other timing check mode, the 11 ACF
mode 11 is more practical. In this mode the number of signal
gates is greater than 1 (5 is used in the GEN-PROGRAMS library).
In this mode the routine does not compute the powerprofile at
all. Instead the given number of gates is computed using the
signalgate computation parameters starting from the valid
BUSTARTADD value and the sample space overlapping between the
gates is -MARGIN1 samples. When commanding the routine into
this mode the MARGIN1 register has to be loaded with a negative
number. In this mode one has to sample (number of gates)*
(SIGSAMPLES1+MARGIN1)-MARGIN1 points (note that MARGIN1 isa
negative number in this mode) and full illumination is adjusted
to samples used in one of the gates (the middle one is practical with an odd number of gates). To the result memory this
mode produces (number of gates) *(LAGMAX1+1) points for the
timing check and signal gate part. After this the program starts
to compute the calibration gates.
If one does not want to use a timing checkat all, the number of
gates has to be loaded to 1 (LCR2) in the subroutine call and
the MARGIN1 register has to be loaded to zero in the ELAN file.
One cannot command the REMOTE1 routine to do both the powerprofile and ACF type timing checks simultaneously using a
single subroutine call (note also that a different sign is needed
in the MARGIN1 register indifferent modes). However, it is
generally possible if a slightly more complicated main program
structure is used, rather than mere subroutine calls. This is
explained after the calibration part is handled.
If the number of gates (LCR2 loading in the subroutine call) is
zero, then the timing check and signal gate parts are skipped.
The same occurs if the SIGSAMPLES1 register contains the value
=O. In this way one can branch directly to calibration gate
computation by using REMOTE1 (or REMOTE2) call.
After the timing check (if not skipped) and signal gate computation the routine continues to the calibration part or
enters to this directly if the signal gate computation is
skipped. In this part the control is obtained from two more
registers: CALPRODUCTS1 which is the number of products summed
together within one gate in every lag (produces boxcar weighting) and CALGATES1 which is the numher of calibration gates
to be computed. Maximum delay is taken from the LAGMAX1
register and is thus the same as in the signal gate.
The algorithm is designed so that different calibration gates
do not use common data points and are thus totally independent
in every respect. For every gate one has to sample CALPRODUCTS1+
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LAGMAX1 points. In the GEN-PROGRAMS library the sampling is always done so that three calibration gates are computed, two background gates and one noise injection. One then has to sample
2*(CALPR0DUCTS1+LAGMAX1) points of background and CALPRODUCTS1+
LAGMAX1 points of noise injection and compute three calibration
gates within one subroutine call if the calibration part is possible +o sample in this way.

In GEN-REMOTE there is also a way to go directly to the calibration part by having in the ~ain program a command CALL
IMPULSE (this name is due to the fact that it gives the AFC
of the impulse response function of the receiver system).
An exactly equivalent subroutine call is CALL BOXCARACF which
functions in the same way and can be used as well. However,
when using these calls, one has to know exactly how the registers in the APB stackare used.
The BOXCARACF routine (or IMPULSE) takes the control parameters
from the temporary storages of REMOTE1 and REMOTE2 routines
(because BOXCARACF isa common program block to both of them).
The maximum delay is taken from the temporary storage for
LAGMAX1 and LAGMAX2 called LAGMAX (register RSAPB(3)), number
of gates is taken from the temporary storage for CALGATES called IMPULSEGATES (RSAPB(4)) and the number of products to be
summed at every lag is taken from IMPULSEPRODUCTS (RSAPB(S))
which isa temporary storage for CALPRODUCTS1 and CALPRODUCTS2
registers. In a similar way in the APM side the register MAXLAG
(temporary storage for MAXLAG1 and MAXLAG2) is used. In a program which contains neither CALL REMOTE1 nor CALL REMOTE2 these
registers can be directly used as input registers for BOXCARACF
in the ELAN file and note that only one set of parameters is
possible. If the main program contains REMOTE1 and/or REMOTE2
calls, then the content in the registers controlling computation when CALL BOXCARACF is done is based on the values of the
previous REMOTE1 or REMOTE2 call. Thus one can repeat the calibration part computation of the previous REMOTE1 or REMOTE2 routine by a command CALL IMPULSE (or CALL BOXCARACF) and in this
call one can freely load the start address of the result memory
by using suitable RESENTRY register. The buffer memory address
counter works as in all GEN-SYSTEM routines. One can rather
often make use of this programming possibility although at a
glance the rules seem complicated. As explained earlier the
CALL BOXCARACF can be also realized by calling REMOTE1 or
REMOTE2 with LCR2 loading = 0 and then the control parameters
are those taken from the corresponding REMOTE1 or REMOTE2 registers. Calling it directly when possible is slightly faster
because less program overhead is needed, though this difference
is usually not important.
In the new versions of GEN-REMOTE (Aug. 1986 or later) it is
also possible to have subroutine calls CALL B0XCARACF1 and
CALL B0XCARACF2 which compute the calibration gates using
directly the control registers of REMOTE1 and REMOTE2. These
commands are functionally identical to CALL REMOTE1 or CÅLL
REMOTE2 with LC2 loaded to zero, but do not demand this
loading.
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The algorithm BOXCARACF is almost as fast as a correlator algorithm can be. If the control parameter CALPROQUCTS is large the
multiplication speed approaches the 5 MHz limit.
The routine BOXCARACF was added to the GEN-REMOTE in order to
improve the calibration accuracy at the remote stations especially at long lags where the algorithm used in the signal gate
ACF computation leaves most of the data unused (from background
estimation point of view). At the same time it allows very
compact output data but still ~ne can sample the background and
noise injection all the time when it is possible. The background (and noise injection) have thus a different weighting
factor from the signal ACF. The backgi0und ACF estimate can be
scaled to the same weighting factor as the signal ACF by
using the following formula.
SBACF(I) = BACF(I)*(SIGSAMPLES-I)/(N*CALPRODUCTS)
I=0,1,2, .... ,LAGMAX

(14.1)

where SBACF(I) is the scaled background ACF value at lag I,
BACF is the sum of N measured background gates and the other
parameters areas given earlier.
If the LAGMAX parameter is O in either REMOTE1 or REMOTE2, then
calling with LCR2 loading =O causes gated powerprofile computation in the BOXCARACF part. By making use of the fact that in
this case the corresponding MARGIN and SIGSAMPLES registers are
free, one can use them so that one loads the number of samples
used in this powerprofile computation to another of them and
then uses this parameter to modify the BUFSTARTADD register
value when the subroutine returns. The other REMOTE routine can
be used in any basic mode freely. In this way one can program
both powerprofile and acf modes of the timing check into the same
program if the data structure otherwise allows it (only 15 free
program steps exist in the present GEN-REMOTE version making
very complicated data processing tricky to program).
The GEN-REMOTE is designed for remote station applications but
the BOXCARACF part isa very suitable program in many system
checking applications. For example a program GEN-CAL in the
GEN-PROGRAMS library is based on that. It can be mentioned also
that some of the older correlator programs can be simulated by
GEN-REMOTE because the signal part is essentially identical
with them and the program can compute powerprofiles, too.
As a warning one can say that when using long integration times
the result memory overflow possibility exists in the calibration parts if CALPRODUCTS is large.
From the correlator programming point of view the GEN-REMOTE is
one of the most advanced GEN-SYSTEM correlator programs. The
main parts of the 1986 version of the program are given in
listing 10.1
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11. SPECIAL CORRELATOR PROGRAMS
A special correlator program is needed if the standard GENSYSTEM approach cannot handle the problem or another type of
output format is wanted. Usually in those cases the modulation,
ELAN file, TARLAN file and the correlator program (CLAN file)
has to be handled as a single entity in order to obtain the
output which is wanted. Often the solution is not found in a
general form, it is only found when using carefully selected
parameters everywhere in the experiment design.

GEN-SYSTEM libraries contain several special correlator programs. Limitations of space do not allow us to go through all
of them but in this connection one special program is handled
in detail, namely GEN-2E-T:CLAN. The selected example is such
that it contains plenty of tricks needed to shorten the program
and it contains some very useful new algorithms which are not
described in any other report.
Fora special program one has to specify the problem exactly.
The example program is designed fora general purpose experiment
using 5-pulse codes in the low altitude part and already in the
correlator level one decodes the data toa single set of ready
autocorrelation functions with zero lag. Simultaneously one
must measure D- and E-layer powerprofiles, F-layer powerprofiles with lower resolution, and long pulse data. In order to
program this kind of algorithm effectively one must have all
the eight channels in use and one must transmit in "12-block"
mode. The transmission pattern and receiving and sampling arrangements are shown in figures 11.1 and 11.2. The measuring
problem itself hasa straightforward solution in the standard
GEN-SYSTEM and the library programs GEN-2A and GEN-2B are such
with different parameter selections. Those programs ,however,
suffer a little from the fact that the two necessary UNIPROG
matrixes take so much result memory space that programming a
compromise free long pulse part becomes a little difficult.
Because the transmitted modulation is "self balancing", one
can - in principle - handle the problem so that in the result
memory one has only two sets of powerprofiles, a low altitude
one with high resolution anda high altitude one with smaller
resolution, two sets of autocorrelation functions, the E-layer
autocorrelation functions based on pulse code - powerprofile
group, and F-layer autocorrelation functions based on long pulse
data. One can further have the background and noise injection
parts of the data exactly in the same format as the signal
parts. One could further hope that the algorithm is such that
it does not compute "garbage gates" but everything which is
computed is useful. Finally, it would be good ifall the calibration gates in the long pulse ACF data were fully independent.
This algorithm problem hasa solution and it is programmed in
the GEN-PROGRAMS library using code name GEN-2E. One computes
also the longest lag from the 5-pulse code data i.e. lag ·11.
Because codes 3:1:5:2 and 2:5:1:3. have a missing lag 10 a
"perfect" ACF format cannot exist. The algorithm computes lag
10 but the expectation value is, of course, not target dependent.
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The 12-block transmission mode can always be sampled so that
from the information point of view two exactly identical data
blocks arise in the buffer memory. In the used solution these
are
1) PULSECODE CHANNEL WITH SYSTEM 3152
a) noise injection and background for the low altitude powerprofile
b) low altitude powerprofile and zerolag data for the low altitude autocorrelation functions (partly same data points used)
c) pulse code data for the low altitude autocorrelation functions
d) noise injection and background data to calibrate the low altitude autocorrelation functions (note: separate points sampled
for the zero lag and the other lags)
2) PULSECODE CHANNEL WITH SYSTEM 2513

-as the channel with system 3152
3) LOW RESOLUTION POWERPROFILE CHANNEL

a) background and noise injection samples
b) samples for powerprofile
4) LONG PULSE DATA

a) background samples (note: independent gates)
b) noise injection samples (note: independent gates)
c) samples for long pulse gates
- The same pattern repeats for another set of four channels
The program doing the computations is shown in listing 11.1. and
it is not explained here in every detail. However, the comments
given below together with the comments in the program listing
reveal how it is designed.
For the first, one can see that the pulse code channels have been
calibrated twice, once for the low altitude powerprofile and once
for the low altitude autocorrelation functions. One can further
note that in the calibration part for the autocorrelation functions separate data is taken for the zero lag and the other lags.
Both solutions have the same reason, namely to simplify the address counting in the computation .. Separate calibrations mean
that one does not need to jump back and forth in the address
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space when computing. Separate zero lag data in the autocorrelation function calibration means that one can use exactly the
same routine as in the target autocorrelation function computations where powerprofile data forms separate zerolag data. This
example also reveals how the TLAN file and the CLAN file (radar
controller and correlator programs) can be "matched" together in
order to save some program steps in the correlator program.
The computational heart for the pulse codes is the routine group
POWERPROFILE-ZEROLAG-CODE. POWERPROFILE and ZEROLAG routines have
been programmed inta the same routine using different entry points.
They differ in two points only. The result memory addresscounting
is different and zerolag routine continues always directly to the
subroutine "code" while powerprofile returns immediately.
The subroutine CODE is programmed to do the decoding pulse code
computations using a recursive algorithm in a way which is not
necessarily easy to see immediately. The starting data is the
system of the code multiplied by the lag increment, number of
gates and gating. In this formulation the missing lag (lag 10 in
this case) must be computed separately. In this program the subroutine CODE is always entered via the ZEROLAG routine.
The test condition between the ZEROLAG and POWERPROFILE routines
and the missing lag computation test is built using loop counter
3 (LC3). Loop counter 1 (LC1) controls gating and the loop counter 2 (LC2) counts the number of gates. The routines are almost
maximally fast and the speed is independent of gating. Powerprofile computation proceeds with full 5 MHz multiplication rate and
the autocorrelation function is in practice computed with over 3
MHz multiplication rate.
One pulse code channel computation is programmed into the routines DEPROPFILE and CODEDATA which have to be called in this
order and which themselves call POWERPROFILE and ZEROLAG routines. DEPROFILE computes the low altitude powerprofile (with
calibrations) and CODEDATA computes all the autocorrelation function data. The parameter "ADDRESSRETURN" shifts the address counter backwards after the powerprofile computation to point to the
first data point used in the zerolag computation of the first
autocorrelation function gate. Some of the datapoints are thus
really handled twice, once for the powerprofile and once for the
zerolag.
The routines DEPROFILE and CODEDATA are called in the routine
LIST which also takes care of the system parameter loading. Subroutine LIST is called on the highest level program (the two
steps after the idle loop).
Everywhere in the program one tries to make use of the available
clock cycles of the processors. Thus the loading of temporary
storages for the system starts already in the highest level program and it continues in the powerprofile routine where one also
prepares the registers for the LONGPULSE routine. It saves steps,
but means that in the form given the routines can be used only
in this program and they must be .called exactly in the given
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order. For example the second step in the POWERPROFILE is needed
only because the previous command contains LCR3 loading and
the program must branch to 11 PROFILECOMMON 11 which also contains
loop counter loading. One cannot arrange in this special case the
extra step by calling 11 DUMMY 11 because one needs necessarily GOTO
type branching. However, the extra step contains both input and
output processor operation, none of which is needed in the powerprofile routine. The APM operation together with the APB operation in the highest level program saves one program step in program block M0DE3152 (part of LIST) and the APB operation saves
one program step in LIST when calling the LONGPULSE routine for
the first time. In the program blocks M0DE3152 and M0DE2513 one
overwrites this loading when not valid. Similar tricks are used
also elswhere in the program. The low resolution powerprofile is
computed by calling POWERPROFILE in the subroutine LIST.
The LONGPULSE routine is in principle the same as in the latest
versions of the standard GEN-SYSTEM routines but the parameters
are taken directly from registers having suitable values and the
routine is programmed to allow two different return address modes
between the gates, the independent gate (calibrations) mode and
the normal mode. Also the way to count the number of gates differs slightly. This long pulse routine isa little faster than
the first GEN-SYSTEM long pulse routine and it is also shorter.
The resulting gate properties are the same but the algorithm is
very different. It does not demand number of lags as a control
register in the APM side.
The TRANSFER routine is the shortest possible version from the
existing possibilities.
The program is very fast.
Finally one can take a look at the parameter sharing. If one
wants to control the given problem in a very general way, one
needs about 30 control parameters, which is too many. In the
given algorithm the following control parameter selection is
used. Sampling is selected so that the lag increment is 5 in the
pulse codes. Then the numbers defining the system of the codes
are 5, 10, 15 and 25 which are all given and control the pulse
code computation. The number of gates for the low altitude powerprofile and the low altitude autocorrelation functions is given
anda value 60 was chosen. Other input parameters are increment
(=1), number of gates added together (=3) anda address control
parameter (=96).
The number of low resolution powerprofile gates is 85 (=60+25),
the number of background gates in the low altitude autocorrelation functions is 25 and the corresponding number of noise injection gates is 5.
The number of calibration gates in the longpulse data is 6
(=5+1) and the number of target gates is 21 (=25-5+1). Volumeindex was selected to be 15 and the maximum lag 25.
Thus in the input side the parameters are "coupled 11 together in
such a way that changing the algorithm is always a difficult
task. In the output (APM) side no such creation of common parameters is needed.
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The given example shows how a special correlator program matched
toa defined problem looks like. The GEN-SYSTEM libraries contain
rather many such special programs and, in general, for any special
measuring problem one can develop a special correlator program.
It takes, however, usually more time than one believes and it is
often better to consider first if the problem can be solved with
the existing routines.

12. DISCUSSION
The given description of the correlator programming, existing
libraries and the selected examples should give the reader a
possibility to program the correlator. Although the CORLAN
language could be developed further, it probably could not make
the programming essentially easier although the syntax could be
simpler to read.
The EISCAT correlator can clearly solve most of the real time
computation problems arising in incoherent scatter experiments,
but not all of them. Even with existing methods, progranuning
could be made much easier by simply increasing the number of
available program steps, thus avoiding the need for 'tricks'.
In addition, the programs would then be easier to follow, being
generated from subroutines, and they could also be slightly
faster. The special program given as an example in the previous
chapter would have been a rather straight forward program if
only 10-20 more program steps were available. However, even
then there isa problem of control parameters. If the number
of program steps were, say 256, one could generate by programming all the necessary control parameters but it would be
better to increase the amount of input control data. By simultaneously adding some new arithmetic operations (like subtraction in the accumulation) anda more general way to handle
"start compute" interrupt (real time control of the program start
address) one could solve practically all the interesting problems
which can be at present foreseen but which are beyond the possibilities of the present design.
However, the correlator is not any essential bottleneck in the
system performance. It is in the new existing version a rather
reliable instrument, especially with the new buffer memories and
the flexibility to program it is generally better than usually
recognized. It is also equally true that when entering to more
and more sophisticated radar applications the !imitations of the
original system become more and more important.
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APPENDIX 1. All possible loop counter operations.
Below all the allowed loop counter operations possible in the EISCAT
correlators are given.

LCl=LCRl
LC2=LCR2
LC3=LCR3
%

LCRlA=LCl
LCl=LCRlA
%

LCl=LCl-1
LC2=LC2-1
LC3=LC3-1
%
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LC3=0) THEN LC3=LCR3 ELSE LC3=LC3-l
%
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCl-1 LC2=LC2-1 ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O OR LC3=0) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
%
%

NOTE: TIMING OF OPERATIONS WITHIN A SINGLE PROGRAM STEP.
DECREMENTING THE LOOP COUNTERS AND LOADING THE COUNTER FROM THE
REGISTERS IS DONE AFTER THE TESTS. LOADING LCRlA TOAN
INSTANTANEOUS VALUE OF LCl IS DONE BEFORE DECREMENTING LCl (IF
THAT IS COMMANDED).
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APPENDIX 2. All the possible program branching commands
IF THEN ELSE commands
Below all the allowed IF THEN ELSE type commands are given. The

statement marked with ••• can be any of the following possibilities
1) "CONTINUE family"
CONTINUE
CONTINUEANDPUSH (=LOOP)
CONTINUEANDPOP
2) "RETURN family"
GOBACK (=ENDLOOP)
GOBACKANDPUSH
GOBACKANDPOP (=RETURN)
3) "GOTO family"
GOTO
GOTOANDPUSH (=CALL)
GOTOANDPOP
In GOTO family one must define the branching point (LABEL, SUBROUTINE)
like GOTOANDPOP LONGPULSE.

Programmming restriction is that in the same command one can have only
one statement from the "GOTO family 11
IF (LCl=O) THEN

ELSE

IF (LC2=0) THEN

ELSE

IF (LC3=0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC2#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC3#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LCl=O OR LC2=0) THEN

ELSE

IF (LCl=O OR LC3=0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC2=0 OR LC3=0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LCl=O OR LC2#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC2#0 OR LC3=0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LCl=O OR LC3#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC2=0 OR LC3#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LC2#0 OR LC3#0) THEN ••• ELSE
IF (LCl=O OR LC2=0 OR LC3=0} THEN

ELSE ••.

IF (LCl=O OR LC2#0 OR LC3=0) THEN

ELSE .••

IF (LCl=O OR LC2=0 OR LC3#0} THEN ..• ELSE •••
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IF (LCl=O OR LC2#0 OR LC3#0) THEN ••• ELSE •••
Some of the possibilities given above are rarely needed when progrmming
practical incoherent scatter algorithms.
'
The IF THEN ELSEIF OTHERWISE CONTINUE type commands are given below
and again one can have only one branching statement from the nGOTO
fami ly":
IF (LCl=O) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ••. OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl=O) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF ( LCl#O) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl#O) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LC3=0) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LC3=0) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LC3#0) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2=0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LC3#0) THEN

ELSEIF (LC2#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl=O OR LC3=0) THEN

ELSEIF {LC2=0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl#O OR LC3#0) THEN

ELSEIF {LC2=0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl=O OR LC3=0) THEN

ELSEIF {LC2#0) THEN ••. OTHERWISE CONTINUE

IF (LCl#O OR LC3#0) THEN

ELSEIF {LC2#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE

One can also use the following two commands:
IF {LCl=O OR LC3=0) THEN ••. OTHERWISE CONTINUE
IF (LCl#O OR LC3#0) THEN ••• OTHERWISE CONTINUE
where ••• can be from any 11 family 11 •
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LISTING 6.1.

THE TRANSFER ROUTINE IN AN 8 STEP VERSION.
THE nsCANCOUNTn COMMAND AND "LASTCOMMANDn ARE INCLUDED
BECAUSE THEY ARE USED TO LOAD LC2 TO 1. THIS LOADING
IS NEEDED IN THIS TRANSFER ROUTINE VERSION.
SOME COMMENTS HAVE BEEN ADDED.
NOTE THAT THIS PROGRAM VERSION IS 5 STEPS SHORTER
THAN THE ORIGINAL TRANSFER ROUTINE.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%

%

SCANCOUNT COMMAND

%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%

NEXT
LABEL SCANCOUNT
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(SCANCOUNTADD)
RELOAD LCR2
%LOADED FOR 8-STEP TRANSFER ROUTINE
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)
CHANNELl=-1 CHANNEL2=-1
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
STROBE IREG
GOTO LASTCOMMAND
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
% THIS PROGRAM CONTROLS THE DATA TRANSFER AND
%
% MUST START FROM THE LOCATION 32
%
%
%
% THIS lS THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE WAY TO 00 DATA DUMP ROUTINE
%
% IN THE EISCAT CORRELATORS. DEMANDS LCR2 LOADING IN THE
%
% COMMAND SEQUENCE SCANCOUNT -LASTCOMMAND
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
% PROGRAM GEN-8-DUMP ,nTHE SHORT GEN-DUMPu

%

LOCATION=32
LABEL DUMP
PREPARETRANSFER
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=DATAI
LC2=LC2-l
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO DUMP

%THIS LOOP CHANGES THE CORRELATOR
%INTO "TRANSFER MODE".
%IN THIS CONNECTION THE
%RELOAD OPERATION CAN BE DONE
%IN A SINGLE STEP LOOP ALTHOUGH
%IT IS AGAINST THE BASIC
%PROGRAMMING RULES

NEXT
TRANSFER STATUSWORD
QAPM=-RSAPM(APMINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
TRANSFER CONTROLWORD
LCl=LCRl
CONTINUE
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~TATUS AND CONTROL WORDS TRANSFERRED
NEXT
LABEL TRANSFERLOOP
LCl=LCl-1
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
QAPB=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LC2=LCR2
TRANSFER CHANNELl MSPART
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNELl LSPART
QAPB=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 MSPART
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 LSPART
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUEANDPUSH ELSE GOTO TRANSFERLOOP
% DATA WORDS TRANSFERRED
%THIS LOOP TERMINATES THE
NEXT
% TRANSFER MODE
LABEL FINISHLOOP
LC2=LC2-1
FINISHTRANSFER
SET START-EXPERIMENT MODE
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTOANDPOP ZERO ELSE GOBACK
% PROGRAM BRANCHES TO THE
% IDLE LOOP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
% PROGRAM STEP LASTCOMMAND
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL LASTCOMMAND
STROBE IREG
LC2:::LCR2
SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE
GOTO ZERO

%NEEDED IN 8-STEP TRANSFER ROUTINE

%

END
%
%
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LISTING 8.1.

THE INDEX TABLE OF THE CORRELATOR MASTER PROGRAM
GEN-C-L1U2P3:CLAN.
THIS TABLE DEFINES FOR WHAT PURPOSES THE REGISTERS
ARE USED. THE NAMES GIVEN TO REGISTERS FOLLOW
THE aGEN-SYSTEM SYNTAXu

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
TABLE OF INDEXES
%
**********************
%

%

APB STACK REGISTERS

%
%

%
***LONGPULSE APB STACK***
INDEX VOLUMEINDEX=l5,LPLAGMAX=14,LPNOGATES=13
%

%
***UNIPROGl APB STACK***
INDEX UNILAGINCR1=12,UNILAGMAX1=11,UNINOSAMPLES1=10
%

%
***UNIPROG2 APB STACK***
INDEX UNILAGINCR2=9,UNILAGMAX2=8,UNINOSAMPLES2=7
%

***POWERPROFILEl APB STACK***
INDEX PPNOSAMPLES1=6

%
%

%
***POWERPROFILE2 APB STACK***
INDEX PPNOSAMPLES2=5
%

%
***POWERPROFILE3 APB STACK***
INDEX PPNOSAMPLES3=4
%

%
***TEMPORARY STORAGES USED BY PROGRAM***
INDEX LAGINDEXCOUNTER=3
INDEX BUFFERJUMPER=2
% USED ALSO AS UNILAGINCR REGISTER
INDEX BUFSTARTADD=l
%

%
***CONSTANT (=l)***
INDEX APBINCR=O
%
%

%

APM STACK REGISTERS

%
%

%

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

***PROGRAMMABLE RESULT MEMORY START ADDRESSES***
RESENTRY1=15,RESENTRY2=14,RESENTRY3=13,RESENTRY4=12
RESENTRY5=11,RESENTRY6=10,RESENTRY7=9,RESENTRY8=8
RESENTRY9=7,RESENTRY10=6,RESENTRY11=5,RESENTRY12=4
RESENTRY13=3

%

%NOTE: THIS VERSION DOES NOT DEMAND LPLAGMAX LOADING IN APM STACK
%

%
*** TEMPORARY STORAGES USED BY PROGRAM***
INDEX RESULTJUMPER=2
INDEX RESTARTACD=l
%

%
***CONSTANT (=l)***
INDEX APMINCR=O
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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LISTING 8.2. THE COMMENT PART OF THE MASTER PROGRAM GEN-C-LlU2P3:CLAN.

ISIS%%%S%%SI%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
CORRELATOR PROGRAM GEN-C-LlU2P3:CLAN
%
**************************************
%
%
%

%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

%
%

%
%

%

THIS PROGRAM CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES:
LONGPULSE
UNIPROGl
UNIPROG2
POWERPROFILEl
POWERPROFILE2
POWERPROFILE3
GEN-SERIES OF CORRELATOR PROGRAMS
GEN-A-L3P3
GEN-B-L2U1P3
GEN-C-LlU2P3
GEN-D-L1U2P2
GEN-E-LlU1P3
GEN-F-L1U1P2
GEN-G-LlU1SlP2
GEN-H-U3P3
GEN-REMOTE

%

%
%

THE PROGRAM NAME SHOWS THE SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE,
GEN-REMOTE ISA REMOTE STATION ORIENTED PROGRAM.

%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

%
%
%
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: TAUNO TURUNEN
%
%
EISCAT HQ, MAV 1985
%
%
VERSION:JUNE, 1986
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%

%
%
%
%

MAIN PROGRAMS CONTAIN USUALLV A LIST Of SUBROUTINE CALLS.
THE NUMBER OF FREE STEPS IS 22.
THE FOLLOWING SIX DIFFERENT SUBROUTINE CALLS ARE ALLOWED:
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRVN)
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=(ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL LONGPULSE
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
RELOAO LCRl
RELOADVALUE= ( ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL UNIPROGl
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
RELOAO LCRl
RELOADVALUE= (ANV SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL UNIPROG2
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%
%
%
%
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN}
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE= (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL POWERPROFILEl

%
%

%
%
%
%
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD}=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE= (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL POWERPROFILE2

%

%
%

%
%
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN}
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE= (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL POWERPROFILE3

%
%

%
%

NOTE: IN THE EXAMPLE COMMANDS THE RESENTRYN MUST BE SOME
OF THE POSSIBILITIES RESENTRY1,RESENTRY2 ••• RESENTRY13.

%

%

NOTE: THE RSAPM(RESTARTADD}= •••• CAN ALSO BE IN THE FORM:

%

%

RSAPM(RESTARTADD}=O

%

%
%
%
%
%

NOTE: THE RSAPM(RESTARTADD}= •• SPECIFIES THE FIRST RESULT
MEMORY ADDRESS USED BY THE CALLED SUBROUTINE. THIS
ADDRESS IS GIVEN BY THE USER IN THE CORRELATOR APM
STACK LOADING. REGISTERS APM(15)-APM(3} HAVE BEEN
RESERVED FOR RESENTRIES RESENTRV1 •••• RESENTRY13.

%

%
%
%
%

NOTE: IF THE LINE RSAPM(RESTARTADD)= ••• IS OMITTED ,THE
DEFAULT VALUE IS THE FIRST HIGHER ADDRESS WHICH WAS NOT
USED BY THE PREVIOUS SUBROUTINE AND IN CASE OF THE FIRST
SUBROUTINE CALL THE DEFAULT VALUE IS ZERO.

%

%
%
%
%
%

NOTE: IN LONGPULSE ROUTINE ONE HAS TO LOAD LCR3 TOA VALUE
WHICH GIVES THE NUMBER OF GATES. ONE REGISTER IS
RESERVED FOR THE PURPOSE AND THE OTHER VALUES HAS TO BE
FORMED BY SUITABLE ARITHMETICAL OPERATIONS IN SIMILAR
WAY AS IN THE UNIPROG GATING EXPLAINED BELOW.

%

%
%

NOTE: IN UNIPROG AND POWERPROFILE CALLS ONE HAS TO
LOAD LCRl. THIS COMMANDS THE GATING.

%

%
%

THE VALUE GIVEN IS THE NUMBER OF RANGES ADDED
TOGETHER -1. THUS A COMMAND

%

%
%

RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=O

%

%

%
%

CAUSES uNORMALa POWERPROFILE AND UNIPROG
BEHAVIOUR. IN THIS PROGRAM NO FREE REGISTERS EXIST
AND THUS ONE HAS TO USE REGISTERS IN THE FOLLOWING WAY:

%

%

EXAMPLES:

%

%
%

%

RELOADVALUE=O
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR}
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(UNILAGINCRl}-RSAPB(APBINCR}

%
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%
%

NOTE: THE LAST EXAMPLE, WHEN USED IN

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

CONNECTION WITH UNIPROG CALL. CAUSES THAT
THE OUTPUT IS ALWAYS EQUIVALENT TO LAGINCREMENT=l
DATA. SO THE ROUTINE ADDS THEN ALTITUDE
GATES TOGETHER AND LAGINCREMENT GIVES THE NUMBER
OF ADDED GATES. WHEN GETING IS USED IN CONNECTION WITH
UNIPROG AND THE MODULATION IS PULSE CODE.
THE LAGINCREMENT DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF
RANGEGATES ADDED TOGETHER MUST BE AN INTEGER.
OTHERWISE THE DATA CANNOT BE DECODED.
NOTE: THE SUBROUTINES ARE WRITTEN SO THAT THE
FIRST SAMPLE TAKEN FROM THE BUFFER MEMORY
IS IMMEDIATELV AFTER THE LAST USED SAMPLE
OF THE PREVIOUS SUBROUTINE. THE FIRST
SUBROUTINE ASSUMES BUFFER MEMORY START
ADDRESS TO BE ZERO.
NOTE: THE LAST CALLED SUBROUTINE MUST USE THE HIGHEST
ADDRESSES OF THE RESULT MEMORV. IF THIS RULE IS
VIOLATED, SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS HAS TO BE DONE FOR
GETTING SCANCOUNT INTO A CORRECT ADDRESS.

%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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LISTING 8.3.

MAIN PROGRAM GEN-2A-T-SUBR:LIST SHOWN HERE AS
AN EXAMPLE ON THE USER WRITTEN PART NEEDED IN
CONNECTION WITH THE MASTER PROGRAM.
THE PROGRAM GIVES A SOLUTION FOR THE EXPERIMENT
HAVING FOUR CHANNELS WITH 5-PULSE CODES AND POWERPROFILES,
TWO CHANNELS WITH LOW RESOLUTION POWERPROFILES AND TWO
CHANNELS WITH LONG PULSES ( 1 12-BLOCK MODEn).
THE EXAMPLE IS GIVEN HERE ONLY TO SHOW THE COMPLEXITV LEVEL OF
THE MAIN PROGRAMS. DETAILED HANDLING WOULD DEMAND THE
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN FOR MASTER PROGRAM GEN-E-L1UlP3:CLAN
BUT IT COULD EQUALLV WELL BE WRITTEN FOR GEN-C-LlU2P3. HOWEVER,
BECAUSE ONLV QNE UNIPROG ROUTINE IS NEEDED THE GEN-E ISA
NATURAL CHOICE. IT HAS ALSO 3 FREE REGISTERS AS CAN BE SEEN
FROM THE LISTING (USERREGl, USERREG2 AND USERREG3)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% GEN-2A-T-SUBR:LIST
%
% FOR MASTER PROGRAM GEN-E-L1UlP3
% TAUNO TURUNEN EISCAT HQ, OCT. 1985
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
CALL LIST
NEXT
CALL LIST
% THE PREVIOUS TWO COMMANDS MUST BE BEFORE THE SCANCOUNT COMMAND
% AND THE SUBROUTINE LIST MUST BE APPENDED AFTER THE SCANCOUNT COMMAND
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE LIST
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYl)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL POWERPROFILEl
%E-LAYER POWERPROFILE

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRY3)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL UNIPROG
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRV2)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(USERREG3)
CALL POWERPROFILE3

%CODE 3152 MATRIX)

%E-CAL

%
% CODE 3152 CHANNEL COMPUTEO
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRV4)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL POWERPROFILEl
NEXT

%EPP2 COMPUTED
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RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRV6)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL UNIPROG

SCODE 2513

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYS)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(USERREG3)
CALL POWERPROFILE3

SE-CAL2

s

S

CODE 2513 COMPUTED

s
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRY7)
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(USERREG2)
CALL POWERPROFILE2

%FPP COMPUTED

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTA0D)=RSAPM(RESENTRV8)
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(USERREGl)
CALL LONGPULSE

SLP BACKGROUND GATES

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRY9)
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL LONGPULSE

%LP NOISE INJECTION GATE

NEXT
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(LPNOGATES)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYlO)
GOTO LONGPULSE

SLP SCATTER GATES

%

S LONG PULSE DATA COMPUTEDt LAST COMMAND CAUSES DIRECT RETURN

s
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LISTING 9.1. THE UNIPROGl AND UNIPROG2 AS PROGRAMMED IN GEN-C-L1U2P3:CLAN.
THIS LISTING SHOWS HOW THE TWO PROGRAMS ARE COUPLED TOGETHER
IN A WAV WHICH USES AS SMALL NUMBER OF PROGRAM STEPS AS
POSSIBLE WHEN TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THAT THE SAME ROUTINES
CAN BE USED TO FORM THE MAIN PART OF THE THREE INDEPENDENT
POWERPROFILE ROUTINES SHOWN IN THE LISTING 9.2.
NOTE HOW THE CALL-GOBACK-GOTOANDPOP STATEMENTS ARE USED IN
THESE PROGRAMS.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%

%
%
%

SUBROUTINE UNIPROGl

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE UNIPROGl
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(UNILAGINCRl)
CONTINUE
NEXT
LCl=LCRl
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(UNILAGMAXl)
CALL LAGCOUNTERRESET

%THIS FORMS THE LOOPING POINT

NEXT
LABEL UNICOMPUTEl
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(UNINOSAMPLES1)-RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)
GOTO UNIENTRV

%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%

%
%
%

SUBROUTINE UNIPROG2

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE UNIPROG2
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(UNILAGINCR2)
CONTINUE
NEXT
LCl=LCRl
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(UNILAGMAX2)
CALL LAGCOUNTERRESET
%TH1S FORMS THE LOOPING POINT
NEXT
LABEL UNICOMPUTE2
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(UNINOSAMPLES2)-RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)
GOTO UNIENTRV
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% COMMON STEP LAGCOUNTERRRESET (NOTE THE 11 GOBACK 11 TVPE RETURN)
%
% THIS STEP IS USED TO SHORTEN THE UNIPROGS AND POWERPROFILES
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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NEXT
LABEL LAGCOUNTERRESET
RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)=O
LC3=LCR3
GOBACK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
PROGRAM UNIPROG
%
%
LCl=GATINGCOUNTER
%
%
LC2=PROOUCT COUNTER
%
%
LC3=LAG COUNTER
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL UNIENTRV
LC2::::LCR2
QAPB=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADO)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)-RSAPM(APMINCR)
GOTO NEWRESAODRESS
NEXT
LABEL SAMERESAOORESS
BUFFERAOORESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMAODRESS=QAPM
QAPM=RESMEMADORESS
CHANNEll=X*X+V*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
ACCUMULATE
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTO LAGTEST ELSE CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL PROFILECOMPUTE
BUFFERAOORESS=QAPB+RSAPB(LAGINOEXCOUNTER)
RESMEt4AOORESS=QAPM
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNEll=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAO IREG
STORE OREG
LC2=LC2-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO SAMERESADDRESS
NEXT
LABEL NEWRESAOORESS
BUFFERADORESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERAOORESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMAODRESS
CHANNEll=X*X+V*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*V
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO PROFILECOMPUTE
NEXT
LABEL LAGTEST
QAPB=QAPB+RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM
IF (LC3=0) THEN GOTOANDPOP UNIFINISH ELSE CONTINUE
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NEXT
RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)=RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)+RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)
LC3=LC3-l
GOBACK
NEXT
LABEL UNIFINISH
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=QAPB
RETURN
%
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LISTING 9.2. THE POWERPROFILES IN GEN-C-L1U2P3.
THE STEP ALAGCOUNTERRESETu IS SHOWN ALSO IN THIS LISTING
AND IT IS OFCOURSE THE SAME PROGRAM STEP AS IN THE LISTING
9.1. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN SO THAT ADDING ONE POWERPROFILE
DEMANDS ONLY ONE PROGRAM STEP MORE.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILEl
%
%
%
%
LCl=GATING COUNTER
%
%
LC2=SAMPLE COUNTER
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILEl
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(PPNOSAMPLES1)
GOTO POWERCOMMON
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILE2
%
%
LCl=GATING COUNTER
%
LC2=SAMPLE COUNTER
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

NEXT
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILE2
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(PPNOSAMPLES2)
GOTO POWERCOMMON
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILE3
%
%
%
%
LCl=GATING COUNTER
%
LC2=SAMPLE COUNTER
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILE3
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(PPNOSAMPLES3)
GOTO POWERCOMMON
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
PROGRAM POWERCOMMON
%
%
%
%
LCl=GATING COUNTER
%
%
LC2=SAMPLE COUNTER
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE POWERCOMMON
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RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=O
GOTOANDPUSH LAGCOUNTERRESET

%NOTE 11 POP 11 IN THE UNIPROG

NEXT
LC3=LCR3
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)
GOTO UNIENTRV
%FROM HERE THE PROGRAM ENTERS
%TO UNIPROG ROUTINE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

% COMMON STEP LAGCOUNTERRRESET (NOTE THE 11 GOBACK 11 TVPE RETURN)
%

% THIS STEP IS USED TO SHORTEN THE UNIPROGS AND POWERPROFILES
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL LAGCOUNTERRESET
RSAPB(LAGINDEXCOUNTER)=O
LC3=LCR3
GOBACK
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LISTING 9.3. THE LONGPULSE ROUTINE IN THE GEN-SYSTEM IN
MARCH 1986 VERSION. SEE ALSO THE LISTING 11.1. WHERE
THE SAME ROUTINE IS SHOWN IN ANOTHER VERSION.
THE ROUTINE IS WRITTEN AS SHORT AND AS FAST AS POSSIBLE
WHICH CAUSES THAT IT IS NOT EASY TO FOLLOW.
SOME COMMENTS ARE ADDED IN THIS LISTING.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% NEW-LONGPULSE:CLAN (DEVELOPED IN MARCH 1986)
%
% THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE LONGPULSE GATE
% IN THE WAY THAT THE ABSOLUTE VOLUME BOUNDARIES
% ARE CONSTANT. THE RESPONSE IS THE SAME AS
% IN THE ORIGINAL GEN-SYSTEM LONGPULSE
% ROUTINE BUT THIS ROUTINE IS BOTH SHORTER AND FASTER
% AND DOES NOT DEMAND LAG REGISTER IN THE APM SIDE.

%
%
% LCl=LAG COUNTER
% LC2=VOLUMEINDEX COUNTER
% LC3=GATE COUNTER
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE LONGPULSE
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(LPLAGMAX)
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)-RSAPM(APMINCR)
LC3=LCR3
CONTINUE
%INITIAL ADDRESS SHIFT
NEXT
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(LPLAGMAX)
IF (LC3=0) THEN RETURN ELSE CONTINUE

NEXT
LABEL JUMPERRESET
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=O
RSAPM(RESULTJUMPER)=O
CONTINUE

%LOADING THE LAG REGISTER

%RESETTING TEMPORARY STORAGES

NEXT
LABEL NEWLPGATE
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(VOLUMEINDEX)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
%VOLUMEINDEX LOADING
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LCl=LCRl
LCJ=LCJ-1
IF (LCJ=O) THEN GOTO RETURNADDRESS ELSE CONTINUE
%THE PROGRAM ENDS HERE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% UPPER TRIANGLE COMPUTATION STARTS
NEXT
LABEL TRIANGLEPOINTS
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BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)-RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)
CHANNELl=X*X+V*V
CHANNEL2=V*X-X*V
LCRlA=LCl
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL TRIANGLELOOP
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)+RSAPM(RESULTJUMPER)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTOANDPUSH ROWLOOP
NEXT
RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)=RSAPB(BUFFERJUMPER)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
RSAPM(RESULTJUMPER)=RSAPM(RESULTJUMPER)+RSAPM(APMINCR)
ACCUMULATE
LC2=LCR2
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUEANDPUSH ELSE GOTOANDPOP TRIANGLEPOINTS

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPUTATION OF THE UPPER TRIANGLE ENDS HERE
% NOTE THE 11 PUSH 11 STATEMENT IN THE PREVIOUS COMMAND!
NEXT
LABEL ADDRESSSHIFT
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
ACCUMULATE
LCl=LCRl
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTOANDPOP JUMPERRESET ELSE CONTINUE
% 11 POP 11 DELETES THE 11 PUSH 11 OF THE
% PREVIOUS COMMAND
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPUTATION OF THE REST OF THE VOLUME STARTS HERE
NEXT
LABEL FOURCORNERS
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+V*V
CHANNEL2=V*X-X*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC2=LC2-1
LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN GOBACK ELSE CONTINUE

NEXT
LABEL ROWLOOP
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V

%G0BACK CAUSES BRANCHING TO
%LABEL 11 ADDRESSSHIFT"

%THIS STEP FORMS THE MAIN
%COMPUTATION LOOP IN THIS ALGORITHM
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CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN GOBACK ELSE GOTO ROWLOOP

NEXT
LABEL RETURNADDRESS
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
RETURN
%THIS STEP LOADS NEW CONTENT TO
%ADDRESS REGISTERS AND CAUSES RETURN
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LISTING 10.1. THE MASTER PROGRAM GEN-REMOTE:CLAN. THIS LISTING
DOES NOT CONTAIN THE WHOLE COMMENT PART AND THE TRANSFER
ROUTINE. THE COMMENT PART IS QUITE LONG AND ESSENTIALLV
EXPLAINED IN THE TEXT. THE TRANFER ROUTINE IS SHOWN ELSEWHERE
IN THIS REPORT (E.G. LISTING 11.1.).
THE GIVEN VERSION IS FROM AUG. 1986. MAIN PROGRAMS WRITTEN
FOR OLDER VERSIONS WORK WITH THIS ROUTINE, TOO, BUT FOR EXAMPLE
THE REMOTE STATION MAIN PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR CP-1-H NECESSARILV
DEMANDS THIS (OR LATER VERSION).
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
CORRELATOR PROGRAM GEN-REMOTE:CLAN
%
%

%
%

%

THIS CORRELATOR PROGRAM IS MAINLY INTENDED FOR REMOTE
STATION SIGNAL HANDLING AND FOR SYSTEM CALIBRATION PURPOSES.

%

%
%
%
%
%

%

SUBROUTINES: REMOTEl
REMOTE2
IMPULSE (OR BOXCARACF)
BOXCARACFl
B0XCARACF2

%
%
%
%
%

%

%

%

%

%

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: TAUNO TURUNEN, EISCAT HQ

%

%

%
%

%
%

VERSION AUGUST 1986

%

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%

TABLE OF INDEXES

%

%
%
%

THE INDEX TABLE RELATES THE GIVEN NAMES TO NUMBERS, WHICH
ARE THEN USED AS REGISTER NUMBERS. THERE IS NO DISTINCTION
BETWEEN THE APB AND APM STACKS

%

%

EXAMPLE: RSAPB(MARGINl) IS RSAPB(lS) AFTER COMPILATION

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

MARGIN1=15
SIGSAMPLES1=14
LAGMAX1=13
CALGATES1=12
CALPRODUCTSl=ll

% SUBROUTINE

MARGIN2=10
SIGSAMPLES2=9
LAGMAX2=8
CALGATES2=7
CALPRODUCTS2=6

% SUBROUTINE

% REMOTEl

%APB
% STACK
%REGISTERS

%

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

% REMOTE2
% APB
% STACK
% REGISTERS

%

INDEX IMPULSEPRODUCTS=S
INDEX IMPULSEGATES=4
INDEX LAGMAX=3
%
%
%
%

INDEX USERREG=2

%SUBROUTINE IMPULSE APB STACK REGISTERS
%AND TEMPORARV STORAGES FOR
% SUBROUTINES REMOTEl AND REMOTE2.
% 5 IS THE TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR MARGIN AND
% CALPRODUCTS, 4 IS THE TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR
% SIGSAMPLES AND CALGATES.
% FREE REGISTER FOR USERS PARAMETERS
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%
INDEX BUFSTARTADD=l %APB ADDRESS COUNTER
INDEX APBINCR=O
%APB INCREMENT (=l)
INDEX RESENTRV1=15,RESENTRY2=14,RESENTRY3=13,RESENTRV4=12
INDEX RESENTRV5=11,RESENTRV6=10,RESENTRY7=9,RESENTRY8=8
INDEX RESENTRV9=7,RESENTRY10=6
%
INDEX RESJUMPER=S
%TEMPORARV STORAGE FOR MAXLAG+l
%
INDEX MAXLAG=4
%SUBROUTINE IMPULSE REGISTER AND THE TEMPORARY
%STORAGE FOR MAXLAGl AND MAXLAG2.
%
%
INDEX MAXLAG1=3
%REMOTEl APM STACK REGISTER
%
INDEX MAXLAG2=2
%REMOTE2 APM STACK REGISTER
%
INDEX RESTARTADD=l
%APM ADDRESS COUNTER
INDEX APMINCR=O
%APM INCREMENT (=l)
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
THE FOLLOWING FIVE SUBROUTINE CALLS ARE ALLOWED:
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRVN)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE= ••• (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL REMOTEl
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE= ••• (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL REMOTE2

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRVN)
RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)= ••• (ANY SUITABLE REGISTER COMBINATION)
CALL IMPULSE
%CALL BOXCARACF WORKS AS WELL
THE THIRD LINE IS NOT ALWAYS NEEDED IN CALL IMPULSE CALL,
SEE ALSO THE NOTES BELOW.
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
CALL BOXCARACFl
%CALIBRATION GATES OF REMOTEl
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESENTRYN)
CALL B0XCARACF2
%CALIBRATION GATES OF REMOTE2

%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF USER DEFINEO PROGRAM STEPS IS 15
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% THE FIRST COMMAND IS THE IDLE LOOP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 00 NOT TOUCH THIS COMMAND
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
-9L%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
3H3H ON3 lSOH M3SO 3Hl AS N311IHM 9NIH1AM3A3
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% SllVJ 3NilnOM8nS ~o !Sil V 9NINIV1NOJ 3NI100M80S V SI HMO~
%
% NOHWOJ lSOH 3Hl ·3M]H lMVlS NVJ S3NI100M80S S,M3Sn 318ISS0d
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
ONVHWOJlSVl 0109
93HI 380HlS
93MO 3M01S
93MI OVOl
MO!VlnHnJJV 3ZllVIlINI
1-=Z13NNVHJ I-=Il3NNVHJ
(OOV1HV1S3H)WdVSM=SS3HOOVH3WS3M
3NilnOM M3~SNVM1 NI 03033N%
(MJNI8dV)8dVSH=3nlVAOV013M
ZHJl OV013M
lNOOJNVJS 138Vl
1X3N
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
HVM90Hd NIVW
%
%
S,M3Sn 3Hl M3l~V ONVHHOJ lSMI~ 3Hl 38 1snw
%
%
ONV NOilV!OdWOJ 3Hl S31VNIWM31 lNOOJNVJS
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
M0138 N3AI9 ONVNWOJ lNOOJNVJS 3Hl M3l~V %%%%%
%%%%%%%% 030N3ddV 38 NVJ S3NilnOH8ns S,H3Sn 318ISS0d %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% 3M3H SON3 HVM90Hd NIVH 03NI~30 M3SO 3Hl %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%
90MdNIVW: 9NIM1S-l39 MO~ 138Vl
%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% 3M3H SNI938 H3SO 3Hl AS N3111MM WVM90Md NIVW 3Hl %%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3H3H SON3 dOOl 3101 3Hl%

30NllNOJ
O=(OOVlMVlS3M)WdVSH
O=(OOVlHVlS~08)8d\fSM
OH3Z 138Vl
O=NOil\fJOl
%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
%
%
SUBROUTINE SCATTERCOMPUTE
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT

SUBROUTINE SCATTERCOMPUTE
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)
IF (LC2=0) THEN RETURN ELSE CALL DUMMY

%=SIGSAMPLES
%RETURN IF SCATTERGATES=O

NEXT

LC2=LC2-1
LC3=LCR3
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)
CONTINUE

%TO CHECK IF LCR2=1
%=MARGIN

NEXT
QAPB=RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)+RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS) %=2*MARGIN
IF (LC3=0) THEN RETURN ELSE CONTINUE
% IF SIGSAMPLES =O THEN RETURN (NO COMPUTATION OF GATES WITH
%
TRIANGULAR WEIGHTING)
NEXT
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE= QAPB+RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES) %=2*MARGIN+S1GSAMPLES
LCl=LCRl
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO SIGNALGATE

% IF NUMBER OF TRIANGULAR GATES NOT EQUAL 1 THEN SKIP POWERPROFILE
%TVPE OF TIMING CHECK. NOTE THE EARLIER LC2=LC2-l OPERATION
NEXT
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)-RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPB=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
LC3=LCR3
IF (LCl=O) THEN GOTO SIGNALGATE ELSE CONTINUE
%SKIP THE POWERPROFILE TVPE OF TIMING CHECK BECAUSE MARGIN =O
%ALTHOUGH THE NUMBER OF GATES=l
NEXT
LC3=LC3-1
IF (LC3=0) THEN RETURN ELSE CONTINUE
%
% NO COMPUTATION IF 2*MARGIN+SIGSAMPLES = 0
% THE TEST IS ONLY TO CLEAR THE SITUTATION IF ERRONOUS CONTROL
% PARAMETERS ARE ACCIDENTALLV GIVEN
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% POWERPROFILE FOR THE TIMING CHECK
%
% NOTE:ENTERED ONLV IF NUMBER OF GATES= 1
%
AND BOTH MARGIN AND SIGSAMPLES # 0
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL ENTERPOWERl
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
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QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC3=LC3-1
IF (LC3=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO ENTERPOWERl
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTAOD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)
GOTO SIGNALGATE
%
%IMPULSEPR0DUCTS = MARGIN
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
BROGRAM BLOCK SCATTERACF
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

NEXT
LABEL SCATTERACF
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADO)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl LC2=LC2-1 ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN GOTO LASTLONG ELSE CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL SIGLOOP
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=~UFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO SIGLOOP
NEXT
LCl=LCl-1
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
ACCUMULATE
IF (LC3=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO LAGDECREASE
NEXT
LCRlA=LCl
GOTO SCATTERACF
NEXT
LABEL LAGDECREASE
LCl=LCRlA
LC3=LC3-1
GOTO SCATTERACF
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NEXT
LABEL LASTLONG
RSAPB(BUFSTARTAOD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)+RSAPM(RESJUMPER)
LCRlA=LCl
%IMPULSEPR0DUCTS = MARGIN+l
LC3=LCR3
%RESJUMPER=MAXLAG+l
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
IF (LC2=0) THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO LAGDECREASE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
SUBROUTINE DUMMV (MODIFIED)
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE DUMMV
QAPB=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
RETURN
%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%

% PROGRAM GEN-SHORT-DUMP (8 STEPS LONG)
% IS LOCATED HERE AND DELETED FROM THIS LISTING

%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
SUBROUTINE REMOTEl
%
%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE REMOTEl
RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)=RSAPB(MARGINl)
RSAPM(RESJUMPER)=RSAPM(MAXLAGl)
CALL LAGREGISTERS1
NEXT
RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)=RSAPB(SIGSAMPLES1)
RSAPM(RESJUMPER)=RSAPM(RESJUMPER)+RSAPM(APMINCR)
LC2=LCR2
CALL SCATTERCOMPUTE
NEXT
SUBROUTINE BOXCARACFl
RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)=RSAPB(CALPRODUCTS1)
CALL LAGREGISTERS1
NEXT
RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)=RSAPB(CALGATES1)
GOTO BOXCARACF
%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE LAGREGISTERS1
RSAPB(LAGMAX)=RSAPB(LAGMAXl)
RSAPM(MAXLAG)=RSAPM(MAXLAGl)
RETURN
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%t%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%

%

%

SUBROUTINE REMOTE2

%

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

NEXT
SUBROUTINE REMOTE2
RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)=RSAPB(MARGIN2)
RSAPM(RESJUMPER)=RSAPM(MAXLAG2)
CALL LAGREGISTERS2
NEXT
RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)=RSAPB(SIGSAMPLES2)
RSAPM(RESJUMPER)=RSAPM(RESJUMPER)+RSAPM(APMINCR)
LC2=LCR2
CALL SCATTERCOMPUTE
NEXT
SUBROUTINE B0XCARACF2
RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)=RSAPB(CALPRODUCTS2)
CALL LAGREGISTERS2
NEXT
RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)=RSAPB(CALGATES2)
GOTO BOXCARACF
%

NEXT
SUBROUTINE LAGREGISTERS2
RSAPB(LAGMAX)=RSAPB(LAGMAX2)
RSAPM(MAXLAG)=RSAPM(MAXLAG2)
RETURN
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

%
%

PROGRAM BLOCK SIGNALGATE

%
%
% LCl=LAGCOUNTER
%
% LC2=GATE COUNTER
%
% LC3=SAMPLECOUNTER (COUNTS SIGSAMPLES - LAGMAX)
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

NEXT
LABEL SIGNALGATE
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(LAGMAX)
CALL OUMMV
NEXT

LCl:::LCRl
RELOAO LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)-RSAPB(LAGMAX)
CALL DUMMV
% IMPULSEGATES = SIGSAMPLES
NEXT

RSAPB(IMPULSEPR~DUCTS)=RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCRlA=LCl
% IMPULSEPRODUCTS = MARGIN+l FOR COMING USE
LC3=LCR3
LC2=LCR2
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
IF (LC2:::0) THEN GOTO LAGDECREASE ELSE CONTINUEANOPUSH
NEXT
RSAPB(BUFSTARTAOD)=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
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IF (LC2=0) THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO LAGDECREASE
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

SUBROUTINE IMPULSE
PROGRAM BLOCK BOXCARACF
LCl=PRODUCT COUNTER
LC2=LAG COUNTER
LC3=GATE COUNTER

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

NEXT
SUBROUTINE IMPULSE
LABEL BOXCARACF
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(IMPULSEPRODUCTS)
CALL DUMMY
NEXT
LCl=LCRl
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(IMPULSEGATES)
CALL DUMMY
NEXT
LC3=LCR3
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(LAGMAX)
LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN RETURN ELSE CALL DUMMY
NEXT
LC2=LCR2
LCRlA=LCl
LC3=LC3-1
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
IF (LC3=0) THEN RETURN ELSE CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL CALCOMPUTE
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADORESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC2=LC2-1
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTO PRODUCTTEST ELSE CONTINUEANDPUSH
NEXT
LABEL LAGLOOP
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADORESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y
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STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC2=LC2-1
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUEANDPOP ELSE GOBACK
NEXT
LABEL PRODUCTTEST
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTAOD)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LC2=LCR2
ACCUMULATE
IF (LCl=O} THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO CALCOMPUTE
NEXT
LABEL FINISHCALGATE
RSAPB(BUFSTARTAOD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(LAGMAX)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LC3=LC3-l
IF (LC3=0) THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO CALCOMPUTE
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%THE LAST COMMANO TERMINATES THE COMPUTATION AND
%
%THE CORRELATOR GOES TO THE IDLE LOOP
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
NEXT
LABEL LASTCOMMAND
STROBE IREG
LC2=LCR2
%FOR TRANSFER ROUTINE
SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE
GOTO ZERO
%
END
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LISTING 11.1. THE CORRELATOR PROGRAM GEN-2E-T:CLAN USED AS AN EXAMPLE
ON SPECIAL PROGRAMS. THIS PROGRAM LISTING IS COMPLETE.
WARNING: THE PROGRAM IS NOT EASY TO FOLLOW BECAUSE OF
MORE OR LESS HIDDEN TRICKS NEEDED TO WRITE THIS
ALGORITHM SHORT ENOUGH.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% GEN-2E-T:CLAN
%
%
%
%
%A SPECIAL PROGRAM DEVELOPED FORA SPECIAL MULTIMODULATION
% GENERAL PURPOSE EXPERIMENT USING 5-PULSE CODES FOR LOW ALTITUDE
%
%AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS. DECODING PULSE CODE COMPUTATION IS USED %
%BUT IN THIS PROGRAM VERSION ALSO THE LAG 11 IS COMPUTED CAUSING
%
%THAT THE MISSING LAG 10 APPEARS ALSO IN THE ACFs. IT CAN BE USED %
%TO CHECK THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.
%
%
%
% THE LONG PULSE CALIBRATION GATES ARE COMPUTED IN THE WAY THAT THE %
%GATES ARE FULLY INDEPENDENT. OTHERWISE THE LONG PULSE RESPONSE
%
% IS IDENTICAL TO THAT DESCRIBED IN THE GEN-SYSTEM REPORT.
%
%
%
% IN THIS ALGORITHM NO 11 GARBAGE GATES" ARE PRODUCED:
%
%
%
%
%TAUNO TURUNEN , EISCAT HQ JUNE 1986
%
%
%THIS ALGORITHM IS STRICTLY DESIGNED FOR THE RELATED
%
% ELAN AND TLAN FILES AND IT IS NOT VERY EASY TO MODIFY.
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% APB-STACK
% = ORIGINAL GEN-2E

%

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

EDATAGATES=l5
ADDRESSRETURN=14
NOOFADDEOGATES=13
SYS1=12, SYS2=11, SYS3=10, SYS4=9

% = 60
% = 96
%= 3

%= 5,10,15,25

%

% TEMPORARY STORAGES
%

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

INPUTSYS1=8, INPUTSYS2=7, INPUTSYS3=6,INPUTSYS4=5
GATES=4
INPUTDSUM=3
ADDRESSCOUNTER=2
BUFSTARTADD=l

%

% INCREMENT
%

INDEX APBINCR=O

% =1

%

% APM-STACK
%

INDEX CODEACFDATA=l5
INDEX FPPDATA=14
INDEX LPDATA=13

% START ADDRESSES
% EDPROFILE STARTS FROM 0000
%= 60
% = 1140
%= 1225

%

INDEX CODELAGS~12
INDEX SCANCOUNTADD=ll

% = 12
(NUMBER OF LAGS)
% = 1927 (SCANCOUNT ADDRESS)

%

INDEX NUMBER2=9,NUMBER3=8,NUMBER5=7

%= 2,3,5 (OUTPUT SYSTEM)

%

% TEMPORARY STORAGES
%
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INDEX OUTPUTSYS1=6,0UTPUTSVS2=5,0UTPUTSVS3=4,0UTPUTSVS4=3
INDEX NOOFLAGS=2
INDEX RESTARTADD=l
%

% INCREMENT
%

INDEX APMINCR=O

%= 1

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
IDLE LOOP
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
LOCATION=O
LABEL ZERO
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=O
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=O
CONTINUE
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

%

%

MAIN PROGRAM

%

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=O
RSAPB{INPUTSVSl)=RSAPB(SVSJ)
CALL LIST
NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=O
RSAPB(INPUTSVSl)=RSAPB(SYSJ)
CALL LIST
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
SCANCOUNT COMMAND
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

NEXT
LABEL SCANCOUNT
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(SCANCOUNTADD)
RELOAD LCR2
%NEEDED FOR SHORT GEN-DUMP OF 8 STEPS
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)
%USED IN THIS ALGORITHM
CHANNELl=-1 CHANNEL2=-1
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
STROBE IREG
GOTO LASTCOMMAND
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
SUBROUTINE LIST
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

%

%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT

MODE3152

( THE FIRST PULSECODE CHANNEL)
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-sa%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% S31V9 3Slnd 9N01 1N30N3d30NI S3SnVJ HJIHM
%
%
llVJ 31I~0Hd H3M0d sn0IA3Hd 01 300 OS=
%
%
(vSAS)8dVSM+(vSAS)8dVSH=(ZSASlndNI)8dVSH :310N %
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
NOI1VlndWOJ 3Slnd 9N01
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
VlVO 300J NI SV 9NI1V9 3HVS %
S8=09+SZ=%

31I~0HdH3M0d llVJ
(VlVOdd~)HdVSH=(OOVlHVlS3M)WdVSH
{S31V9VlV03)8dVSH+{S31V9)8dVSH=(S31V9)8dVSM
1X3N

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
31I~0HdH3M0d N0Iln10S3M MOl
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SZ=ZSASlOdNI
%
SZ=S31V9
:JlON %
VlV0300J llVJ
(EH38HON)WdVSH=(vSASlndlnO)HdVSH
(ESAS)8dVSH=(vSASlndNI)8dVSM

1X3N

30NllNOJ
(SH38HnN)WdVSM=(ZSAS!nd1no)WdVSH
(vSAS)8dVSH=(ZSASlndNI)BdVSH
1X3N
3nNilNOJ
(ZH38HnN)WdVSM=(lSASlndlnO)WdVSH
(ZSAS)8dVSH=(ISAS!ndNI)8dVSH
1X3N
31I~0Md30 llVJ
(HJNIWdV)WdVSH=(ESASlndlnO)WdVSH
(lSAS)8dVSH=(ESASlndNI)8dVSM
1X3N

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
(13NNVHJ 300J3Slnd ONOJ3S 3Hl)
E1SZ300W
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SNOilJNn~ NOI1Vl3HHOJ010V 3on1111v MOl %
V!V0300J llVJ
(ZH38WON)WdVSH=(vSAS!ndlnO)WdVSH
(ZSAS)BdVSH=(vSASlndNI)8dVSH
1X3N
JnNilNOJ
(HJNIWdV)HdVSH=(ZSASlndlOO)WdVSH
(ISAS)BdVSH=(ZSAS1ndNI)8dVSH
1X3N
31I~0Hd H3M0d 3001111V MOl %

31I~0Hd30 llVJ
(SH38WON)WdVSH=(ESASlndlOO)WdVSH
(vSAS)BdVSH=(ESASlOdNI)BdVSH
!Sil 3NllOOH80S

NEXT
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=RSAPM(LPDATA)
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(SYSl)
%6 CALIBRATION GATES (5+1)
CALL LONGPULSE
% INPUTSYS2=SYS4+SYS4=2*MAXLAG, INDEPENDENT GATES
NEXT
RSAPB(INPUTSVS2)=0
CONTINUE

% 11 NORMAL 11 MODE IN ADDRESSING BETWEEN GATES
% AFTER THIS COMMAND

NEXT
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(SVS4)-RSAPB(SVS1)
GOTO LONGPULSE
% 25-5+1 =21 LONG PULSE DATA GATES
% RETURN

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

%

THE FIRST TWO LEVELS OF PROGRAM END HERE

%

%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% SUBROUTINES POWERPROFILE AND ZEROLAG
%
%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE POWERPROFILE
RSAPM(NOOFLAGS)=RSAPM(APMINCR)
RELOAD LCR3
RELOADVALUE=O
CONTINUE
NEXT
RSAPB(INPUTSVS2)=RSAPB(INPUTSVS2)+RSAPB(SYS4)
RSAPM(OUTPUTSVS1)=RSAPM(NUMBER3)
GOTO PROFILECOMMON

%READV FOR LONG PULSE
%READV FOR MODE3152

NEXT
SUBROUTINE ZEROLAG
RELOAD LCR3
RELOAOVALUE=RSAPB(APBINCR)
RSAPM(NOOFLAGS)=RSAPM(CODELAGS)
CALL DUMMV

NEXT
LABEL PROFILECOMMON
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE;RSAPB(NOOFADDEDGATES)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
CALL DUMMV
NEXT
LABEL LC2LOAD
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(GATES)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCl=LCRl
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
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CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL GATINGLOOP
QAPB=RSAPB(ADDRESSCOUNTER)-RSAPB(NOOFADDEDGATES)
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)-RSAPM(NOOFLAGS)
LC2=LCR2
LCJ=LCRJ
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL ZEROLAGLOOP
BUFFERADORESS=QAPB+RSAPB(NOOFADDEDGATES)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(NOOFLAGS)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+V*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC2=LC2-1
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO ZEROLAGLOOP
%

NEXT
RSAPB(ADORESSCOUNTER)=RSAPB(ADDRESSCOUNTER)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCl=LCl-1
ACCUMULATE
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO GATINGLOOP
% NOTE: BOTH ROUTINES CONTINUE TO THE FIRST STEP OF CODE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% SUBROUTINE CODE
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

THIS ROUTINE DECODES THE PULSE CODE DATA USING ESSENTIALLY
%
THE FORMULATION GIVEN IN THE "GEN-SYSTEM" REPORT USING A
%
RECURSIVE ALGORITHM AND ADDS THEN A MISSING LAG 10 INTO THE
%
RIGHT POSITION. THE MISSING LAG COMPUTATION IS PROGRAMMED SO
%
THAT IN THE FIRST PRODUCT OF THE FIRST GATE THE FIRST SAMPLE OF %
THE DATA VECTOR IS USED I.E. {Z(O)*Z(lO))
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE CODE
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCl=LCRl
LC2=LCR2
LCJ=LCRJ
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
IF (LCJ=O) THEN RETURN ELSE CALL DUMMV

% OUMMV LOADS ADDRESSCOUNTER
% POWERPROFILE RETURNS HERE
% ZEROLAG CONTINUES

NEXT
LABEL GATESTART
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(ADDRESSCOUNTER)
RSAPB(INPUTDSUM)=BUFFERADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+V*V
CHANNEL2=V*X-X*V
CALL FIRST
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BUFFERADORESS=RSAPB(INPUTSYSl)+RSAPB(INPUTOSUM)
RSAPB(INPUTOSUM)=BUFFERAODRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
CALL SECOND
NEXT
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(INPUTSYS2)+RSAPB(INPUTDSUM)
RSAPB(INPUTOSUM)=BUFFERADDRESS
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
CALL THIRD
NEXT
BUFFERADORESS=RSAPB(INPUTSVS3)+RSAPB(INPUTDSUM)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
CHANNELl=X*X+Y*Y
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*Y
CALL CONTINUETHIRO
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL NEWGATE
RSAPB(ADDRESSCOUNTER)=RSAPB(ADDRESSCOUNTER)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTAOD)
ACCUMULATE
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO ~ATESTART
NEXT
LABEL GATINGTRICK
RSAPM(RESTARTAOD)=QAPM+RSAPM(NOOFLAGS)
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
LC2=LC2-1
IF (LC2=0) THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO GATESTART

%NOTE: THIS IS THE FINAL RETURN POINT OF THE SUBROUTINE COOE
NEXT
LABEL FIRST
BUFFERAODRESS=RSAPB(INPUTDSUM)+RSAPB(INPUTSYS1)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADO)+RSAPM(OUTPUTSYS1)
QAPM=RESMEMADORESS
CHANNELl=OLOVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLOVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC3=LCR3
GOTO CONTINUEFIRST

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%THE ROUTINE CONTINUES AFTER THE GEN-DUMP%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% SUBROUTINE DUMMY (NOTE THE ADDRESSCOUNTER LOAOING!)
%
%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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NEXT
SUBROUTINE OUMMV
RSAPB(ADORESSCOUNTER)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTAOD)
RETURN
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% PROGRAM GEN-8-DUMP ,"THE SHORT GEN-DUMP 11
%
%
%
% THIS PROGRAM CONTROLS THE DATA TRANSFER AND
%
% MUST START FROM THE .LOCATION 32
%
%
%
% THIS IS THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE WAY TO 00 DATA DUMP ROUTINE
%
% IN THE EISCAT CORRELATORS. DEMANDS LCR2 LOAOING IN THE
%
% COMMANO SEQUENCE SCANCOUNT-LASTCOMMANO
A
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

LOCATION=32
LABEL DUMP
PREPARETRANSFER
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=DATAI
LC2=LC2-t·
IF (LC2=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO DUMP
%

NEXT
TRANSFER STATUSWORD
QAPM=-RSAPM(APMINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
TRANSFER CONTROLWORO
LCl=LCRl
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL TRANSFERLOOP
LCl=LCl-1
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMAOORESS
QAPB=RSAPB(APBINCR)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LC2=LCR2
TRANSFER CHANNELl MSPART
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMAODRESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNELl LSPART
QAPB=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMADORESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 MSPART
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM
TRANSFER CHANNEL2 LSPART
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUEANDPUSH ELSE GOTO TRANSFERLOOP
NEXT
LABEL FINISHLOOP
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LC2=LC2-1
FINISHTRANSFER
SET START-EXPERIMENT MODE
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTOANDPOP ZERO ELSE GOBACK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% THE REST OF THE SUBROUTINE CODE
%
%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL CONTINUEFIRST
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(INPUTSYS2)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(OUTPUTSYS2)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC3=LC3-1
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL CONTINUESECOND
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(INPUTSYS3)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(OUTPUTSYS3)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*Y
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL CONTINUETHIRD
BUFFERADDRESS=QAPB+RSAPB(INPUTSYS4)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(OUTPUTSYS4)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LC3=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE RETURN
%
% LC3 CONTROLS THE MISSING LAG COMPUTATION
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL LAGlOSTEP
% COMPUTES THE "MISS ING LAG" 10
BUFFERADDRESS=QA~B-RSAPB(SVSl) % STEPS DOWN FROM 5*11 TO 5*10
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=QAPM-RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*Y
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
-90STORE OREG

RETURN

NEXT

LABEL SECOND
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB{INPUTDSUM)+RSAPB{INPUTSVS2)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM{RESTARTADD)+RSAPM{OUTPUTSVS2)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC3=LC3-l
GOTO CONTINUESECOND
NEXT
LABEL THIRD
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB{INPUTDSUM)+RSAPB(INPUTSVS3)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)+RSAPM(OUTPUTSVS3)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
GOTO CONTINUETHIRD
%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%SUBROUTINES DEPROFILE AND CODEDATA
%
%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE DEPROFILE
RSAPB{GATES)=RSAPB{EDATAGATES)
RSAPM{RESTARTADD)=O
GOTO POWERPROFILE
% RETURN POINT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE CODEDATA
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB{BUFSTARTADD)-RSAPB(ADDRESSRETURN)
RSAPM{RESTARTAOO)=RSAPM(COOEACFOATA)
CALL ZEROLAG
%COMPUTES PULSE CODE DATA GATES
NEXT
RSAPB{GATES)=RSAPB{SVS1)
CALL ZEROLAG
NEXT
RSAPB(GATES)=RSAPB(SVS4)
GOTO ZEROLAG

%PLIT SUITABLE REGISTER
%COMPUTES THE NOISE INJECTION GATES
%PLIT SUITABLE REGISTER
%COMPUTES THE BACKGROUND GATES
%RETURN POINT

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% GEN-2E-LONG:CLAN ;MODIFIED GEN-SYSTEM LONG PULSE ROUTINE
%
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%
%

%

LCl = LAG CONTROL
%
% LC2 = VOLUMEINDEX CONTROL
%
% LC3 = GATE COUNTER
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
SUBROUTINE LONGPULSE
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(SYS4)
QAPM=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)-RSAPM(APMINCR)
CONTINUE
NEXT
RELOAD LCRl
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(SV54)
LC3=LCR3
CONTINUE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

NEXT
LABEL JUMPERRESET
RSAPB(INPUTSYS1)=0
RSAPM(OUTPUTSVS1)=0
CONTINUE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL NEWLPGATE
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
RELOAD LCR2
RELOADVALUE=RSAPB(SVS3)-RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCl=LCRl
INITIALIZE ACCUMULATOR
CONTINUE
NEXT
LABEL TRIANGLEPOINTS
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)-RSAPB(INPUTSVS1)
CHANNELl=X*X+V*V
CHANNEL2=V*X-X*V
LCRlA=LCl
CONTINUE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% UPPER TRIANGLE
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL TRIANGLELOOP
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM{RESTARTADD)+RSAPM(OUTPUTSVS1)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTOANDPUSH ROWLOOP
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NEXT
RSAPB(INPUTSVSl)=RSAPB(INPUTSVSl)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
RSAPM(OUTPUTSVSl)=RSAPM(OUTPUTSYSl)+RSAPM(APMINCR)
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRl ELSE LCl=LCl-1
LC2==LCR2
ACCUMULATE
IF (LCl==O) THEN CONTINUEANDPUSH ELSE GOTOANDPOP TRIANGLEPOINTS

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

% THE REST OF THE GATE
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL ADDRESSSHIFT
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB(APBINCR)
LCl=LCRl
ACCUMULATE
IF (LC2=0) THEN GOTOANDPOP NEXTGATEADDRESS ELSE CONTINUE

NEXT
LABEL FOURCORNERS
BUFFERADDRESS=RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)
QAPB=BUFFERADDRESS
RESMEMADDRESS=RSAPM(RESTARTADD)
QAPM=RESMEMADDRESS
CHANNEll=X*X+V*V
CHANNEL2=Y*X-X*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
LC2==LC2-1
LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl==O) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO ROWLOOP

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

% ADDRESS COMPUTATION AT THE END OF GATE
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL NEXTGATEADDRESS
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD) =RSAPB (BUFSTARTADD)+RSAPB ( I NPUTSYS2) %0= 11 NORMAL 11
LC3=LC3-1
IF (LC3=0) THEN CONTINUE ELSE GOTO JUMPERRESET
NEXT
RSAPB(BUFSTARTADD)==QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
RSAPM(RESTARTADD)=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
RETURN

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%

THE MAIN COMPUTATION LOOP

% (COMPUTES ALONG THE ROWS)
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
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LABEL ROWLOOP
BUFFERAOORESS=QAPB+RSAPB(APBINCR)
QAPB=BUFFERAOORESS
RESMEMAODRESS=QAPM+RSAPM(APMINCR)
QAPM=RESMEMAODRESS
CHANNELl=OLDVALUE*X+OLDVALUE*V
CHANNEL2=0LDVALUE*X-OLDVALUE*V
STROBE IREG
LOAD IREG
STORE OREG
IF (LCl=O) THEN LCl=LCRlA ELSE LCl=LCl-1
IF (LCl=O) THEN GOBACK ELSE GOTO ROWLOOP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
% PROGRAM STEP LASTCOMMAND
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NEXT
LABEL LASTCOMMAND
STROBE IREG
LC2=LCR2
SET CONTINUE-EXPERIMENT MODE
GOTO ZERO
%
END
%
%
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